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Abstract
Chromatographic separation is a promising alternative for separation and purification of
sugars in industry. Simulated moving bed (SMB) technique has been proven as an efficient
chromatographic separation method due to its enhanced productivity and purity, reduced
solvent consumption, convenient operating control, and improved separation performance for
some systems with low resolution and selectivity. The sequential simulated moving bed
(SSMB) is a modification of the conventional SMB process, which currently has some
applications for sugar separation due to its low solvent consumption. This work mainly
investigates the design strategy of the innovative SSMB process and explore its advantages
and disadvantages over the SMB process based on the xylo-oligosaccharides (XOSs) and
fructose-glucose systems.
SSMB separation of XOSs, a functional food additive in the form of a oligomeric saccharide,
was firstly conducted. DOWEX MONOSPHERETM 99/310 resin ionized with K+, which has
better selectivity compared with Ca2+ and Na+ was used as the stationary phase.Breakthrough
experiments showed that XOSs and the two major industrial impurities, xylose and arabinose,
all exhibit linear isotherms. Transport-dispersive (TD) model parameters were determined by
pulse experiments carried out at various flowrates. Finally, both the averaged and individual
parameters of XOSs and XOS2-XOS7 were obtained. Lab-scale SSMB experiments and the
corresponding simulations were carried out to validate the acquired TD model parameters
and adsorption isotherms. After that, in order to investigate the optimal operating conditions
of this process, the multi-objective optimizations were carried out for three cases with
various objectives and constraints. It was found that, for a given SSMB unit, there exist a
pareto curve for simultaneous maximization of purity and unit throughput. The flowrate
ratios (m values), however, exhibit some trends that are different from those of conventional
SMB and cannot be explained by the direct use of Triangle Theory with averaged m values.
According to the literature, the fructose-glucose system is representative and have linear
isotherms over a wide concentration range, which makes it an excellent example system to
conduct some basic analysis and performance prediction. Therefore, the multi-objective
optimization of SMB and SSMB processes was conducted and compared based on the
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fructose-glucose system. The results show that the solvent consumption of SSMB is always
less than that of SMB unit.
Keywords:
Simulated moving bed; sequential simulated moving bed; xylo-oligosaccharides; transport-
dispersive model; equilibrium-dispersive model; adsorption isotherms; multi-objective
optimization; Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm; pareto curve; Fortran.
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Summary for Lay Audience
Simulated moving bed (SMB) chromatography, a well-developed continuous liquid
chromatographic method, is widely used in petro-chemical industry, food industry, and
pharmaceutical and biotechnological field. A typical 4-zone SMB unit consists of several
packed chromatographic columns which are series-connected and form a closed loop. The
mechanism of this separation process is the counter-current movement between the liquid
and solid phases, which is achieved by periodically and simultaneously switching the inlet
and outlet ports in the direction of the fluid flow. The sequential simulated moving bed
(SSMB) is a modification of SMB process, which divides one switch in SMB into three
steps with different flow patterns. Actually, SSMB technique is a preferential choice for
some large-scale separation processes in industry due to its low solvent consumption.
However, there is on one reported this SSMB process and explored its application in industry.
Therefore, a comprehensive study of this SSMB technique was mainly conducted in this
thesis.
Xylo-oligosaccharides (XOS), produced by hydrolysis of xylan-rich hemicelluloses, is a kind
of oligosaccharides with prebiotic effect. Due to the nature of the enzyme hydrolysis reaction
of XOS synthesis, the industrial produced XOS syrup generally contains 70% XOS, 22%
unreacted xylose, and 8% by-product arabinose. To our knowledge, there is only one study
on XOS purification by using SMB which does not contain the detailed modeling and
optimization works. In this work, XOS was purified by using an economic SSMB process,
and the optimal operating conditions were selected by using multi-objective optimization
corresponding to different industrial requirements.
The multi-objective optimization was conducted based on XOS and fructose-glucose systems
by using both SMB and SSMB processes in this work. The purpose of this method is to
search several groups of equally good solutions (called a pareto set) for a certain problem. A
pareto set means in which when we go from any one point to another, at least one objective
function becomes better and at least one worsens. Therefore, any one solution in a pareto set
is optimal and acceptable.
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1Chapter 1
1. Introduction
1.1.Background
Chromatography is a widely used separation method based on the different adsorption
affinity to the solid adsorbent of each component involved in a system. A conventional
batch mode chromatographic process always shows low productivity, high desorbent
consumption, and low operating efficiency. In order to overcome these disadvantages, the
simulated moving bed (SMB) process was developed and first applied by Broughton and
Gerhold in 1961 [1]. Unlike the traditional separation processes, a continuous counter-
current movement of solid phase towards the fluid phase is achieved by the simultaneous
switch of four inlet and outlet ports of SMB unit [2]. Therefore, the problems associated
with the movement of solid phase can be solved, such as the particle attrition, the bed
voidage variation, the unstable flow rate, and the bed expansion. In addition, the high
productivity and purity, and the simple operation control can be accomplished due to the
continuous operating mode. The current industrial applications of SMB mainly include
extraction of p-xylene [3, 4], corn wet milling [5], and fructose/glucose separation [6].
Recently, its applications has been extended to the separation of fine and complicated
chemicals, such as chiral drugs and biological components [7-9].
A typical 4-zone SMB system consists of several packed chromatographic columns
which are series-connected and form a closed loop. The basic mechanism of SMB
process is the counter-current movement between the liquid and solid phase. Each zone in
a SMB unit owns its specific function: the separation takes place in zone II and zone III;
zone I and zone IV are functioned for the solid and solvent regenerations, respectively.
Recently, SMB chromatography with variable conditions has been developed and
reported in the literature in order to offer a larger potential for industrial production.
These new formulations and techniques such as Varicol, SMB with variable flow rates,
gradient SMB (i.e., temperature gradient, pressure gradient and solvent gradient SMB
2processes), and sequential SMB (SSMB) are all based on the conventional SMB method
but conducted at different procedures and operating conditions [10-12].
Among these methods, SSMB technique is a preferential choice for some large-scale
separation processes in industry due to its low solvent consumption. Different from the
SMB process, one switch in SSMB is divided into three steps with different flow patterns.
In the 1st step, the mobile phase is circulated in the whole system, forming a closed loop;
in the 2nd step, section IV is isolated and an external solvent stream is introduced at the
desorbent port to purge the less adsorbed species to raffinate port; in the 3rd step, section
II is also isolated and another feed stream is introduced such that preferentially and less
adsorbed species are simultaneously collected at extract and raffinate ports, respectively.
Due to the first step in SSMB, the solvent consumption is significantly reduced.
At first, we mainly studied sequential simulated moving bed (SSMB) technique for the
separation and purification of xylo-oligosaccharides (XOS) syrup, with XOS being the
desired product widely used in food industry. During last decades, most researchers only
focused on SMB method, there is no reported literature on SSMB system and its
simulation or optimization works. In the field of purification of oligosaccharides by using
SMB, Jiang et al. [13-16] investigated and discussed the application of SMB system in
fructo-oligosaccharides (FOS) and galacto-oligosaccharides (GOS) [17-19]. To our
knowledge, the only study about XOS purification by SMB was reported by Meng et al.
[20] who enriched XOS from 69% to 91% by using several groups of trial and error
experiments. Therefore, it is essential to design an optimum and efficient SSMB
separation process for XOS system. In addition, in order to investigate the differences
between SMB and SSMB processes, some optimization works based on the fructose-
glucose system corresponding to diverse industrial requirements were conducted and
compared in this work.
There are generally multiple factors affecting the final products’ purity, recovery, and
solvent consumption of a certain SSMB process and always take effect in conflict with
each other. Therefore, simple empirical design and optimization need a large number of
experiments which seems impractical and uneconomical. For this reason, systematic
3multi-objective optimization (MOO) of SSMB separation is necessary and developed in
our research.
As proved, MOO could provide a much better description of the optimization problem
and more precise screening on the optimal operating conditions [21-25]. The purpose of
MOO method is to search several groups of equally good solutions (called a pareto set)
for a certain problem. A pareto set means in which when we go from any one point to
another, at least one objective function becomes better and at least one worsens.
Therefore, any one solution in a pareto set is optimal and acceptable [21-25].
Genetic algorithm (GA) is a popular search and optimization method to solve MOO
problems. It mimics the principles of genetics and the natural selection in Darwinian
principle [26]. Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA) and NSGA-II are
improved methods based on GA. Considering the faster convergence of NSGA-II, we
used this method in our programming process. Actually, a lot of researchers successfully
applied this method to multi-objective optimization problems (MOO). Kasat et al. [27]
optimized the industrial FCC units with NSGA-II and the same procedure could be
developed to other industrial FCC processes. Tarafder et al. studied the industrial styrene
monomer manufacturing process and carried out the MOO of this system by using
NSGA-II. Finally, the styrene selectivity was maximized and the required heat duty was
minimized [25]. In Lee et al.’s [28] research, they reported the NSGA-II’s application in
MOO of an industrial penicillin V bioreactor train. In addition, Zhang et. al. extended the
application of NSGA-II to chiral drug separation area [9]. The MOO of SMB and Varicol
processes for enantio-separation of racemic pindolol was completed in their project.
These various reviews motivated us to optimize the SSMB separation of XOS for
multiple objectives by employing the NSGA-II.
1.2.Research objective
The major research objectives of this thesis: (i) conduct a comprehensive study for the
sequential simulated moving bed (SSMB) process and explore its possibility in industrial
4application; (ii) investigate the differences between SMB and SSMB processes. The
research works were specifically divided into three parts as below.
Separation and purification of XOS system by using SSMB
(1) Screening the stationary phase;
(2) Measuring and determing column parameters, column model parameters, and
adsorption isotherm model parameters;
(3) Separating XOS from the impurities by using SSMB process and validating the above
parameters by experiment and simulation results.
Multi-objective optimization of SSMB process based on XOS system
(1) Simultaneous maximization of purity and unit throughput of XOS by using different
groups of variables;
(2) Maximization of unit throughput and minimization of water consumption with
different XOS purity constraints;
(3) Maximization of XOS recovery and minimization of water consumption at different
fixed unit throughput values.
A comparison between SMB and SSMB processes for fructose-glucose separation
based on multi-objective optimization
(1) Simultaneous maximization of purity of glucose and unit throughput for both SMB
and SSMB processes;
(2) Maximization of purity of glucose and minimization of water consumption ratio for
both processes;
(3) Maximization of recovery of glucose and minimization of water consumption ratio for
both processes;
5(4) Maximization of purity of glucose and minimization of water consumption ratio with
a fixed unit throughput for both processes;
(5) Maximization of recovery of glucose and minimization of water consumption ratio
with a fixed unit throughput for both processes.
1.3.Thesis organization
This thesis is organized based on the article-integrated format and is composed of 6 main
chapters.
Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction of this thesis and followed by a comprehensive
literature review for the background of simulated moving bed technology. The
development, different kinds of SMB methods, basic design and optimization strategies,
and the recent applications of SMB were reviewed in chapter 2.
In chapter 3, several column parameters were firstly measured, such as selectivity, bed
voidage, and column efficiency. After that the adsorption isotherm and kinetic parameters
of XOS, xylose, arabinose, and the individual xylobiose, xylotriose, xylotetraose,
xylopentaose, xylohexaose, and xyloheptaose (XOS2-XOS7) were determined by using
the frontal analysis method and the preparative pulse experiment. Furthermore, all these
parameters obtained above were applied to conduct a series of SSMB experiments and
simulations. A comparison between the simulation results of using the average
parameters and the individual parameters was completed, which provided the future
researchers an improved and innovative idea to design the SSMB separation process for
the oligosaccharides systems.
In chapter 4, in order to obtain the optimal operating conditions of a SSMB process, the
multi-objective optimization for separating XOS from the impurities (xylose and
arabinose) was conducted. For this objective, various optimization formulations aimed at
improving purity and recovery of XOS and unit throughput or reducing the solvent
consumption were proposed. At first, simultaneous maximization of XOS’s purity
(raffinate purity) and unit throughput by using two different groups of variables was
6conducted. After that, maximization of unit throughput and minimization of water
consumption at different XOS’s purity requirements was completed. Maximizing XOS’s
recovery and minimizing water consumption for several given unit throughput values was
finally carried out. All the calculations of simulation and optimization works were
programmed in FORTRAN codes, and non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-
II) was applied to obtain the pareto solutions.
In chapter 5, in order to investigate the differences between SMB and SSMB processes,
diverse multi-objective optimization cases contain different objectives and constraints
were conducted. At first, simultaneous maximization of glucose’s purity (raffinate purity)
and unit throughput for SMB and SSMB was completed. After that, maximization of
glucose’s purity and minimization of water consumption ratio was conducted. Next,
maximizing glucose’s recovery and minimizing water consumption ratio was carried out.
Finally, case 2 and 3 were repeated with a fixed unit throughput value for both processes.
All the calculations of simulation and optimization works were programmed in
FORTRAN codes, and non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) was applied
to obtain the pareto solutions.
Finally, chapter 6 summarizes all the inferences and conclusions drawn from the previous
chapters. The recommendations for future work are also included in this chapter.
1.4.Contribution
The major contribution of this project is successfully providing a comprehensive
introduction, design, and optimization for a SSMB separation process for the first time.
All the methods used in this work, such as parameters determination methods, design
strategy for a SSMB experiment, multi-objective optimization approach, could be applied
to other SSMB separation processes. In addition, all the conclusions obtained proved the
advantage of SSMB in industrial production due to the reduced water consumption and
the flexible operating pattern. Therefore, it is essential and significant to extend the
application of SSMB technique in the future.
7Secondly, to our knowledge, separation and purification of XOS system by using SSMB
method has not been reported in the literature. Furthermore, this is the first time to
investigate and compare the properties of XOS2-XOS7 and the averaged property of
XOS system, and then explore the influence of these differences on a SSMB separation
process. All the results corresponding to XOS system in this work could provide useful
and applicable references for the industrial XOS production.
In addition, the comparison between SSMB and SMB processes is of great significance
and shows the potential of SSMB in industry due to the reduced solvent consumption.
Especially for some sugar separation and purification processes, the solvent consumption
is a very important issue of concern.
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Chapter 2
2. Literature review
2.1 Description of simulated moving bed (SMB) technology
2.1.1 Introduction to chromatography
In order to obtain the desired product with high purity and recovery, an effective
separation technology is important and indispensable for nearly every chemical
engineering process. Some traditional separation methods, such as crystallization,
extraction, membrane separation, and distillation, are frequently used in research and
practical industrial works. However, when the target system contains complex
composition or chemically similar components (e.g amino acids, chiral drugs,
oligosacchides, and proteins), the separation consequently becomes extremely difficult
and all the methods above are not applicable. In this condition, chromatography provides
an alternative separation approach which is helpful in dealing with such difficult
separations.
Chromatography is a separation method based on the different adsorption affinity to the
solid adsorbent of each component involved in a system. Mikhail Tswett, who conducted
the separation of plant pigments by using glass columns packed with calcium carbonate,
first discovered and defined the chromatography method. Compared to other separation
technologies, chromatography owns high selectivity, high separation efficiency, high
purity of products, and low operation and energy cost. Thus, it is a suitable and optimal
choice for most separation applications.
Figure 2-1 shows the basic principle of chromatography. The convey belt is considered as
the solid adsorbent (stationary phase). The triangles A and B are the two different
components in a system, and obviously triangle A has higher adsorption affinity to the
stationary phase. The desorbent (mobile phase) flows with the same direction to the
convey belt and the triangle B will be completely separated with A and firstly washed out
of the convey belt. In this way, A and B were successfully separated [1, 2].
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Figure 2-1 Analogy for elution chromatography [103]
2.1.2 Continuous counter-current chromatography
When the moving direction of mobile phase and the stationary phase is opposite, it is
called continuous counter-current chromatography. As illustrated in figure 2-2, similar to
figure 2-1, the triangle A and B are respectively defined as the more and less retained
substances in the system. The fluid flows in the opposite direction of convey belt.
Therefore, according to different flow rate of convey belt, there will be three different
conditions. If the moving velocity of convey belt is lager than that of A and less than that
of B, the net velocity of two directions will lead to a completely separation of A and B.
The component A can be collected at left side and B is purged to the right side. On the
other hand, if convey belt’s velocity is larger than B or less than A, the net velocity will
push both A and B together to the right or left port, as shown in figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2 Analogy for countercurrent elution chromatography [103]
Based on the above principle of continuous counter-current chromatography, it is simple
to understand the design strategy of this method. The adsorption performance of each
component on one given stationary phase should be firstly investigated and then the
moving velocity can be determined. According to these information, it is easy to choose
an intermediate velocity, which can achieve the complete separation purpose.
2.1.3 True moving bed (TMB)
True moving bed (TMB) is actually an ideal counter-current system, which involves a
circulation of solid phase with the constant moving velocity. As shown in figure 2-3, the
solid phase enters at the top of the column and naturally moves downward with gravity as
the driven force, while the desorbent enters the system through the bottom of the column
and then moves upward [1]. In order to specifically illustrate the separation mechanism, a
conventional binary separation process was chosen to investigate which contains
component A and B. The column is divided into four sections by two outlet and two inlet
streams. The feed solution, contains two components A and B, is continuously introduced
to the column between section 2 and 3. With the counter-current movement of mobile
14
phase and stationary phase, A and B will be separated. The more retained substance A,
could be collected at the extract port in section 1, meanwhile, the less retained substance
B is purged to the raffinate part in section 3.
Figure 2-3 Typical configuration of the true moving bed
In conclusion, the different specific roles of each section in TMB can be determined.
Section 1 and section 4 are used to respectively regenerate the solid phase and the mobile
phase. The function of section 2 is desorbing the less retained component to guarantee the
purity of final raffinate product. Section 3 works to adsorb the more retained component
and carried it to the extract stream. The key point for this process is to choose appropriate
flow rates in all sections to ensure each section functions well. For example, component
A should move downward with solid in section 2-4, while move upward with fluid in
section 1. For several cycles, component A with higher affinity can be successfully
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recovered and collected in the extraction port. As the same principle is applicable for
component B, a completely separation process could be achieved.
However, TMB works in an ideal condition, the constant movement of solid phase is
technically impossible due to diverse practical problems. The simulated moving bed
(SMB) technology was developed based on TMB and overcame all these deficiencies.
2.1.4 Simulated moving bed (SMB)
A simulated moving bed system generally involves several fixed-bed chromatographic
columns and is divided into four sections by four inlet and outlet ports (feed, raffinate,
desorbent, and extract). An illustration of SMB process is shown in figure 2-4 (a).
Different from the TMB process, the counter-current movement of solid phase towards
the fluid phase is achieved by the simultaneous switch of four streams [1, 3, 4]. Therefore,
the problems associated with the movement of solid phase can be solved, such as the
particle attrition, the bed voidage variation, the unstable flow rate, and the bed expansion.
Despite these improvement, the high product quality and simple operation control can be
effectively accomplished.
Figure 2-4 (a) Typical configuration of the simulated moving bed
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Figure 2-4 (b) Detailed description of valves and pumps in SMB process
Each section in a SMB unit owns its specific function: the separation takes place in
section 2 and section 3; section 1 and section 4 are functioned for the solid and solvent
regeneration, respectively. In Universal Oil Product’s patent in 1960s, SMB was firstly
reported and applied in separation and purification of bulk chemicals [5]. After that, the
major application of SMB was extended to petrochemical industry and sugar industry.
Until 1990, SMB was successfully used in pharmaceutical industry to purify the chiral
drugs with high economic value. The detailed development of SMB applications will be
discussed in section 2.3.
2.1.4.1 Column models
Most classical chromatographic column models consider two or more effects below in
calculation process [6].
 Convection
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 Dispersion
 Adsorbent particle’s mass transfer
 Pore diffusion
 Surface diffusion
 Adsorption equilibrium
In addition, in the modeling process, following assumption is taken into account.
 The column packing is homogeneous
 Isothermal process
 Fluid’s properties are constant, e.g. flow rate, and viscosity.
 The axial dispersion coefficient is constant.
 No convection inside the particles.
 Size exclusion effect is negligible.
All the column models introduced in this section were comprehensively summarized by
Guiochon et al., Ruthven, and Seidel-Morgenstern et al. [7-10].
(1) Ideal equilibrium model
This is the simplest model in chromatography, which is built only based on the
convection between solid and liquid phases and the thermodynamics. The axial
dispersion and the kinetic effects are neglected due to it is an ideal case. The column
mass balance equation is shown as below:
1
0 ( , )ij ij ij
c q c
u i A B
t t z


          (2-1)
Where c and q are the concentrations of the solute in the mobile phase and the stationary
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phase, respectively. The subscript j stands for different sections. ε is the bed voidage, t is
time, z is the space coordinate, and u is the interstitial fluid velocity. This model was
firstly reported by Wicke for the elution of a single component in 1939 [6]. After that,
several researchers, such as Lapidus and Amundson, Van Deemter et al., and Glueckauf
applied this model in analyzing the cases of linear and nonlinear systems [6, 11, 12].
(2) Equilibrium dispersive (ED) model
Based on the ideal model, the axial dispersion term is considered in the mass balance
calculation process. The dispersion coefficient is assumed always constant through the
whole column and the whole process. After adding a lumped apparent dispersion
coefficient, the ED model can be described as:
2
2
1
( , )ij ij ij ija
c q c c
u D i A B
t t z z


             (2-2)
This model was successfully used by researchers to design diverse chromatographic
systems [13-15].
(3) Transport dispersive (TD) model
The TD model adds both the axial dispersion and mass transfer effects in its modeling
expression. As the mass transfer term is defined by the linear driving force approach, one
frequently used consideration is the mass transfer is dominated by the resistance of solid
phase. Therefore, TD model is generally written as:
2
2
1
( , )ij ij ij ija
c q c c
u D i A B
t t z z


            (2-3)
( )ij m ij ij
q
k q q
t
   (2-4)
Where Da is the dispersion coefficient, km is the mass transfer coefficient, q* is the
adsorbed amount of each component in the solid phase which is equilibrated with the
mobile phase.
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This model has been used by a lot of authors in chromatographic simulation and
optimization works which performs well in describing the mass transfer behavior [16-19].
2.1.4.2 Adsorption isotherm models
(1) Linear isotherm
If the working region of chromatography has low mobile phase concentration and the
retention time always keeps constant, the adsorption isotherm is in a linear range. The
relationship between the mobile and the stationary phase’s concentration is expressed as:
i i iq H c (2-5)
Where q and c are the equilibrium concentrations of each component in stationary phase
and mobile phase, respectively. H is the Henry’s constant.
As reported by a lot of researchers, most sugars follow the linear isotherm models, such
as fructose, glucose, xylose, and some oligosaccharides. In Long et al.’s work, frontal
analysis was applied to determine the isotherm parameters of D-psicose and D-fructose.
It turned out that the adsorption behaviour was in linear range [20]. Vankova et al.
respectively measured the linear adsorption isotherms of fructooligosaccharides, glucose,
fructose, and sucrose on a Ca-Form Cation Exchanger by using the frontal analysis
method in 2010 [21]. Vankova et al. and Wisniewski et al. all successfully applied the
linear adsorption model in SMB simulation and optimization works for separating the
fructooligosaccharides and galacto-oligosaccharides [22-24].
(2) Langmuir isotherm
For some systems, the adsorption isotherms of each component cannot be appropriately
described by the simple linear model. The interference between each component and the
adsorbent cannot be neglected. In order to solve this problem, an extension of linear
isotherm, Langmuir isotherm which take the interference into account, was developed.
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q b c
q i A B
b c
  (2-6)
where qs is the monolayer capacity for the stationary phase, b is the ratio of the rate
constant. This kind of model is widely used in describing some chiral drugs’ adsorption
behavior. (R,S)-mandelic acid is a typical chiral system contains two enantiomers and
was studied by a lot of researchers in recent years. Mao et al. and Jandera et al. used
Langmuir isotherm to model the adsorption isotherm of mandelic acid through different
methods and finally achieved a good agreement with the experimental results [16, 25].
Skavrada et al. applied this model to determine the adsorption isotherm of 1,1-bis(2-
naphthol) on CHIRIS AD1 and CHIRIS AD2 columns [26]. In Wang and Ching’s work,
the Langmuir model perform well to describe the adsorption isotherm of nadolol
enantiomers [27]. Da Silva et al. studied the chromatographic separation parameters of
ketamine enantiomers, and the isotherms were also adjusted satisfactorily to the
Langmuir model [28].
(3) Bi-Langmuir isotherm
Different from the Langmuir model, the bi-Langmuir isotherm model assumes that
the surface of the stationary phase contains two different types of binding sites, the non-
selective and the selective sites. All the components have the same affinity to the non-
selective site, while different components show different adsorption affinity to the
selective site. This model is generally written as:
1 1, 2 2,*
1, 1, 2, 2,
( , )
1 1
s i i s i i
i
A A B B A A B B
q b c q b c
q i A B
b c b c b c b c
      (2-7)
where q1s and q2s are the saturation capacities of the two sites; b1,i and b2,i are the
equilibrium constants of the two sites for two components. This adsorption isotherm
model is widely used in chiral drugs’ simulation works in order to accurately describe the
competitive retention mechanism of chiral molecules. In Zhang et al.’s research, pindolol
enantiomers’s adsorption isotherm on α1-acid glycoprotein chiral stationary phase was
fitted to bi-Langmuir model, and the results were validated by using different
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measurements [29]. Xu et al. successfully determined the five parameters of bi-Langmuir
model for adsorption of ketoprofen on a Chiralpak AD column by using the inverse
method [30]. Felinger et al. used and tested several kinds of isotherm models to define
the adsorption behaviour of 1-indanol enantiomers, and the best-fit model was the bi-
Langmuir model [31].
2.1.4.3 Performance parameters
In order to evaluate the separation performance of a SMB process, several important
parameters introduced and calculated.
(1) Purity
As B is the less retained component, the purity of product B (PurB) and A (PurA) are
defined as below:
0
0
,
, ,( )
s
s
t
B Raf Rt
B t
B Raf A Raf Rt
c Q dt
Pur
c c Q dt



 (2-8)
0
0
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, ,( )
s
s
t
A Ex Et
A t
A Ex B Ex Et
c Q dt
Pur
c c Q dt



 (2-9)
Where ci,Raf and ci,Ex are the concentrations of the solute in the raffinate and extract
products, respectively.
(2) Recovery
The recovery of component B (RecB) is defined as the the ratio of the amount of B
produced from the raffinate port to the amount of B fed into the system. Similar to B,
RecA is determined in the same way.
0
,
,
Re
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B Raf Rt
B
B feed feed s
c Q dt
c
c Q t
  (2-10)
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(3) Desorbent consumption
Desorbent consumption is one of the most serious problems we should concern in
industrial applications. With the increased final products’ quality, the solvent
consumption amount should be controlled to a applicable and economic value. This
parameter can be written as:
*D sDc Q t (2-12)
(4) Productivity
This parameter, Pro, is described by the ratio of the mass of feed to that of the stationary
phase.
,Pr
(1 )
F T F
S T
Q c
o
V   (2-13)
cT,F is the overall concentration of feed mixture, ρs is the density of the stationary phase.
2.2 SMB with variable conditions
Based on the standard SMB process, several modified technologies were developed with
the improved product’s quality and the reduced desorbent consumption. In this section,
some typical systems are introduced.
2.2.1 Varicol system
Varicol as a novel chromatographic process was firstly reported by Ludemann-
Hombourger et al. in 2000 [32]. It was modified by introducing a non-synchronous
switch of the inlet and outlet ports during a global switching period. Varical shows
several advantages over the SMB technique due to the increased flexibility in column
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configurations at different sub-time intervals. The operation mechanism of varical will be
illustrated in details in this section.
In order to have a good understanding for Varicol, a conventional 6-column SMB set-up
is introduced to make a comparison. As shown in figure 2-5 (a), section 1and 4 have one
column, while section 2 and 3 possess two columns, respectively. During one switching
time ts, the main differences between SMB and Varicol was exhibited in figure 2-5 (b)
and (c). In a Varicol process:
 The number of columns in each section is not constant, which means, the column
configuration is not constant.
 The inlet and outlet ports are not shifted equally and simultaneously.
 The solid flow rate of the equivalent Varicol process is not constant with respect to
the inlet and outlet ports.
In this way, Varicol process possesses higher flexibility than the simple SMB process,
especially for some systems with a low number of columns.
(a) 6-column set-up for SMB or Varical
(b) SMB configuration
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(c) Varicol configuration
Figure 2-5 Example of a 6-column SMB and Varicol configuration: switching of the
lines over a period
There are some works focus on Varicol system were published in the open literature.
Zhang et al. conducted the multiobjective optimization of SMB and Varicol process for
chiral separation, and they concluded that the performance of a Varicol was superior to
that of SMB in terms of dealing with more feed solution while using less desorbent [33].
Subramani et al. completed a comprehensive optimization work for both SMB and
Varicol system in separating the fructose from a mixture of glucose and fructose solution
in 2003 [34]. In Pais et al.’s research paper, the separation performance of SMB and
Varicol with a low number of columns (i.e. four, five. And six) was compared [35]. Yu et
al. optimized the hydrolysis of methyl acetate by using SMBR and reactive Varicol, and
the Varicol system performed better [36]. During recent years, Yao et al. investigated the
switching strategies for achieving one certain average configuration of a Varicol system.
Then, the improved strategies were applied on the optimization of the Varicol
enantioseparation for 1,1-bi-2-naphthol and finally reduced the desorbent consumption by
17% comparing with SMB [37]. The feasibility and efficiency for the separation and
purification of guaifenesin by using SMB and Varicol technologies were evaluated by
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Gong et al. in 2014 [38].
2.2.2 SMB with variable flow rates
SMB with variable flow rates was firstly presented by Kloppenburg and Gilles in 1999
[39]. In this kind of process, the flow rates of four inlet/outlet ports (QF, QR, QD, QE)
varied with time within one switching interval. Therefore, the internal flow rate of the
whole system changed, which would lead to the different distribution of the solutes in the
fluid and solid phase. The advantage of this method is to save the solvent consumption by
varying the flow rates within one switching period. Nevertheless, the variable flow rates
SMB was not widely applied due to the increased operation cost and design complexity.
2.2.3 Gradient SMB system
Conventional SMB units are operated under isothermal and isocratic conditions, and the
selectivity between two components is constant in all sections. According to different
roles of four sections in a SMB process, weak adsorption strength in section 1 and 2 and
strong adsorption strength in section 3 and 4 are favorable. Therefore,if the separation of
the components is difficult or a separation under conventional conditions is impossible, it
is necessary to introduce the gradient SMB, which can effectively improve the separation
performance by using temperature gradient, pressure gradient and solvent gradient.
(1)Solvent-gradient SMB chromatography
The most adopted way to achieve the solvent-gradient is introducing a desorbent with
high elution strength, meanwhile, the feed stream is brought into the system with a lower
solvent strength. In this way, the power of desorption in section 1and 2 and the
adsorption in section 3 and 4 is successfully improved. Consequently, the separation
performance of SMB chromatography is improved in terms of productivity, solvent
consumption, and product’s quality.
In addition, selecting a suitable and desirable solvent is very important for this solvent-
gradient SMB. There are diverse influence factors we should consider in this procedure,
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such as the viscosity, diffusivity, and the heat generation during the mixing process [6].
In Antos and Seidel-Morgenstern’s work, the two-step solvent gradient SMB process was
analyzed numerically for linear equilibria. The results proved the great potential for this
method [40]. Ziomek et al. focused on designing of the solvent gradient SMB by using a
random search strategy and do the sensitivity analysis for SMB under gradient and
isocratic conditions. Finally, the performance of gradient operation was superior [41].
Nam et al. successfully separated the two amino acids, phenylalanine and tryptophan, by
using the solvent-gradient SMB process in 2012 [42]. Jiang et al.’s research work was
proposed to separate two medium retained solutes (capsaicin and dihydrocapsaicin) from
a quaternary mixture by using a three-zone SMB with solvent gradient in 2014 [43].
(2)Supercritical fluid SMB chromatography
Supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) always works above the critical temperature
and pressure. Carbon dioxide (CO2) is widely used as the main component of the mobile
phase in this system (the critical point is 31°C and 74 bar). The use of supercritical CO2
offers the advantages of reduction in solvent cost, high flow rate, short equilibration time,
high efficiency, non-toxic and non-flammable.
Clavier et al. is the first one combined the SFC with SMB and applied it to the separation
of g-linolenic ethyl ester (GAL) and docosahex-aenoic ethyl ester (DHA) in 1996 [44].
The major advantages of SF-SMB contain easily obtaining concentrated product by
evaporation of CO2, conducting pressure gradient SMB by setting different pressures in
different sections, and adjusting the solvent powder by pressure. After the publication of
Clavier et al.’s work, researchers from the TUHH (Hamburg University of Technology),
ETH (Swiss Federal Institute of Technology) and Daicel Co. applied the supercritical
fluid SMB to the separation of stereoisomers and enantiomers [45-48].
Recently, Cristancho et al. Extended the application of SF-SMB to the separation of
ethyl linoleate and ethyl oleate on silica gel using supercritical carbon dioxide under
linear conditions [49]. Some researchers have successfully used SF-SMB for the
separation of bioactive compounds from natural resources. Liang et al. And Lin et al.
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Completed the extraction of triterpenoids and lignans by using supercritical SMB,
respectively [50, 51].
The variation of adsorption properties of this system increases the research complexity,
and the solubility of most pharmaceutical components in pure CO2 is limited. All these
drawbacks can be solved by introducing a modifier, such as an alcohol or ether.
(3)Temperature-gradient SMB chromatography
Except for the solvent gradient and pressure gradient, adsorption strength can also be
adjusted by the variation of temperature. Temperature gradient can be controlled via
direct and indirect mode [19]. The direct mode is achieved by using jackets of the column
to modulate the column temperature. The indirect mode adjusts temperature of each
individual column by inter-column heat exchangers. Another indirect mode works
through the difference between feed and desorbent temperatures. One obvious limitation
of this process is the non-instantaneous change of temperature, which has to be
considered when a column switches and its temperature has to be changed.
Several research works have been reported to investigate the feasibility of temperature
gradient SMB chromatography. Migliorini et al. assumed the temperature of four sections
in SMB could be independently changed and then put forward the design strategy of non-
isothermal SMB process [52]. Kim et al. and Jin et al. studied thermal four-zone SMB for
the separation of toluene-xylene using simulations which were established by Aspen
Chromatography v12.1 [53, 54]. Xu et al. successfully extended the temperature gradient
SMB technique to a SMB reactor for the synthesis of methyl acetate. The results shown
that the nonisothermal operations could effectively improve the SMBR’s productivity
[55]. Recently, Xu et al. investigated the feasibility of an internal temperature gradient
established through a difference between feed and desorbent temperatures for ketoprofen
enantiomers separation by using multi-objective optimizaion [19].
2.2.4 Sequential simulated moving bed (SSMB)
Sequential simulated moving bed (SSMB) that has been already applied for the
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commercial separation of fructose and glucose in industry, where solvent consumption is
a major concern, introduces operational flexibility by dividing a switch into three steps
with different flow patterns. As shown in Figure 2-6, in the 1st step, the mobile phase is
circulated in the whole system, forming a closed loop; in the 2nd step, section IV is
isolated and an external solvent stream is introduced at the desorbent port to purge the
less adsorbed species to raffinate port; in the 3rd step, section II is also isolated and
another feed stream is introduced such that preferentially and less adsorbed species are
simultaneously collected at extract and raffinate ports, respectively.
Figure 2-6 Schematic diagram of SSMB process
During last decades, there is no literature reported SSMB system and its simulation or
optimization works. Actually, SSMB technique is a preferential choice for some large-
scale separation processes in industry due to its low solvent consumption and flexible
operation. In our work, we will mainly focus on this SSMB technique for the separation
of xylo-oligosaccharides (XOS) syrup and conduct plenty of simulation and optimization
works in order to achieve the further large-scale industrialization.
2.3 Application of SMB systems
The original application of SMB is known as the Parex process by UOP for extraction of
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p-xylene from c8 aromatic mixture. SMB was mainly used in petrochemical industry
before 1990s, such as the Orbex process, Parex and Ebex processes, Sarex process, and
Molex process [56]. After that, SMB application was extended to sugar and
pharmaceutical industry due to its high separation efficiency and low cost for some
complicated systems. In recent years, this method also widely applied in some bio-
products purification process. In this section, we summarized and investigated the
developments and applications of SMB process in recent 10 years as shown in table 2-
1[57-101].
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Table 2-1 Summary of applications of SMB technology in recent 10 years
Substance investigated Authors Objectives Description of the work Conclusions and contributions
Paclitaxel Mun and Wang
(2008)
Purdue
University
Optimize the productivity of paclitaxel
purification process under the
constraints of product purity and zone
flowrate;
Compare the simulation results between
isocratic and solvent gradient SMB.
A solvent gradient SMB and an isocratic
SMB for were designed and optimized;
Optimization variables: zone flow rates,
switching time, and solvent
concentrations in the desorbent and feed;
Optimization method: non-dominated
sorting genetic algorithm with elitism
and jumping genes (NSGA-II-JG) and
rate model.
Paclitaxel was successfully
separated from
cephalomannine with the
highest productivity by using a
solvent gradient SMB;
In this case, the productivity of
the gradient SMB can be
increased to 11-fold that of the
isocratic SMB.
Rolipram Goncalves et al.
(2008)
University of
Campinas
Purify the n-boc-Rolipram racemate by
using SMB.
Experiments were carried out under
diluted conditions;
Selectivity of this system: 1.26;
Henry’s constants were determined.
Purification of racemic
Rolipram was achieved by a
laboratory 4-zone SMB unit.
Glycine and threonine Makart et al.
(2008)
ETH Zurich
Integrate of a continuous SMB process
and a enzyme membrane reactor;
Complete the biocatalytic production of
L-allo-threonine;
Separate threonine from glycine.
Experiments were conducted on a lab-
scale SMB unit under enzyme
compatible conditions;
Mobile phase: aqueous eluents with
minor content of organic co-solvent at
neutral pH;
Stationary phase: a weak cation ex-
changer, Amberlite CG-50 II.
Threonine was successfully
separated from glycine;
The coupled SMB and bio-
reactor shown great potential
as a continuous tool;
This integration reduced
possible operation points both
for SMB and the reactor.
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Capsaicin Wei and Zhao
(2008)
Zhejiang
University
Separate capsaicin from capsaicinoids
by using SMB.
methanol/water (75/25, v/v) was used as
mobile phase;
ODS columns;
Linear adsorption;
Optimum operation conditions were
determined by using triangle theory.
Capsaicin was separated from
capsaicinoids.
Citric acid Wu et al. (2009)
Friedrich-
Alexander-
University
Puriy the citric acid from fermentation
broth;
SMB simulations and design were
conducted.
The hydrodynamics, thermodynamics
and mass transfer characteristics in a
single chromatographic column were
determined;
The transport dispersive model was used;
SMB separation requirements: citric acid
purity>99.8% and citric acid
recovery>90%;
The influences of the operating
conditions on the SMB performance
were investigated.
The TDM model showed a
satisfactory prediction for this
process;
The 99.8% purity and 97.2%
recovery were finally
achieved.
Oxidative coupling of
methane (OCM)
Kundu et al.
(2009)
University of
Western Ontario
Modeling and simulation of SMBR for
oxidative coupling of methane;
Multi-objective optimization for this
process.
Linear adsorption isotherm was used and
determined by frontal analysis;
Reaction kinetics parameters were
obtained by fitting the literature
experimental data to the kinetics model;
Effects of operating parameters on the
behavior of SMBR were studied;
NSGA-II-JG was applied in optimization
The proposed mathematical
model in SMBR demonstrated
extremely good predictions of
the experimental results;
Performance of SMBR could
be improved significantly
under optimal operating
conditions.
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Pindolol Zhang et al.
(2009)
University of
Western Ontario
Multi-objective optimization of SMB
and Varicol processes for separation of
racemic pindolol.
Optimization variables: effect of feed
concentration, eluent flow rate, column
geometry, and column configuration;
NSGA-II-JG was used to obtain the
Pareto optimal solutions;
The optimized solutions were verified
experimentally.
Several two-objective
optimization problems were
solved simultaneously
maximizing product purity and
recovery for both SMB and
Varicol processes.
Flurbiprofen Ribeiro et al.
(2009)
University of
Porto
Optimize the mobile phase composition
for preparative chiral separation
of flurbiprofen enantiomers.
An amylose-based chiral stationary phase
(Chiralpak AD) was used;
Solubility and adsorption isotherm
measurements;
Pulse and breakthrough experiments;
Simulation works of SMB by using
different mobile phase compositions
were completed.
The results showed that a 10%
ethanol/90% n-hexane mobile
phase composition was the
best choice;
The modeling and simulation
tools used in this work proved
to be suitable for prediction.
β-glucosidase Sahoo et al.
(2009)
Lund University
Set-up an efficient SMB
purification process for the separation of
a cloned heat stable His-tagged β-
glucosidase.
A simplified approach based on an
optimized single column protocol is used
to design the open-loop SMB;
Only the wash and elution are operated
with columns in sequence.
β-glucosidase was purified to
almost single band purity with
a purification factor of 15 and
a recovery of 91%;
SMB results showed reduced
buffer consumption, higher
purification fold, higher yield
and productivity.
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Ethyl lactate synthesis Pereira et al.
(2009)
University of
Porto
Conduct the synthesis of ethyl lactate
using a simulated moving bed reactor
(SMBR).
Amathematical model to describe
the dynamic behaviour of the SMBR was
developed and validated by experiments;
The effect of operating parameters on the
SMBR performance was evaluated.
SMBR was proved a very
attractive technology for the
production of ethyl lactate;
The productivity of 32Kg/day
and purity of 95% were
achieved.
Nadolol Lee and Wankat
(2010)
Purdue
University
Separate a ternary mixture, nadolol
isomers, by using a pseudo-simulated
moving bed process.
Multi-objective optimization was carried
out;
A four-objective, two-stage optimization
method with PD model was used;
Design parameters, the position of step 1
and the number of port switches during
step 2, were introduced.
Maximum productivity was up
to 2 times higher and the
minimum D/F was up to 50%
lower than normal SMB;
Completely separate the
ternary mixture with shorter
column length.
(RS,RS)-2-(2,4-
difluorophenyl)butane-
1,2,3-triol
Acetti et al.
(2010)
ETH Zurich
Separate the (RS,RS)-2-(2,4-
difluorophenyl)butane-1,2,3-triol
enantiomers by using the intermittent
simulated moving bed.
The effect of feed concentration on the
choice of the operating conditions
was presented;
The SMB experiments were designed
according to triangle theory.
This is a new technology that
has been demonstrated
recently and is applied here for
the first time to the separation
of enantiomers;
Purity of 98% for both product
streams, extract and raffinate,
could be achieved.
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Paclitaxel, 13-
dehydroxybaccatin III,
and 10-
deacetylpaclitaxel
Kang et al.
(2010)
Hanyang
University
Separate these three components by
using a tandem simulated moving bed
process.
This ternary separation was completed
by using a process that consisted of two
four-zone SMB units in series;
Adsorption isotherm and mass-transfer
parameters were determined by a series
of pulse experiments;
Standing wave design principle was
applied for SMB experiments
The most optimal strategy of
utilizing the tandem SMB was
to recover paclitaxel in the
first SMB unit and then
separate the remaining two
components in the second
SMB unit.
Protein refolding Freydell et al.
(2010)
Delft University
of Technology
Refold a protein by batch size-exclusion
chromatography and simulated moving
bed size-exclusion chromatography
(SMBSECR).
A statistical design of experiments was
conducted;
A detailed model that accounts for both
separation and refolding was used for
analyzing the data;
The performance of SMBSECR and the
SECR was compared.
Refolding yields of 50% was
achieved;
The SMBSECR behaviour
was correctly described by our
model;
The solvent consumption was
decreased.
Acetic acid Nam et al. (2011)
Hanyang
University
Separate the acetic acid from biomass
hydrolyzate on SMB by using
Amberchrom-CG161C as the adsorbent.
The separation performance of
Amberchrom-CG161C and Dowex99
was compared;
SMB optimization was conducted based
on the standing wave design (SWD)
method.
Amberchrom-CG161C offered
higher selectivity between
acetic acid and sugars than
Dowex99.
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Nucleoside mixture Mun (2011)
Hanyang
University
Separate a ternary nucleoside mixture by
using a five-zone SMB.
A ternary separation of a five-zone SMB
was completed;
The effect of a partial-feeding application
on the performance of a five-zone SMB
was investigated.
The ternary separation
performance was effectively
improved by applying the
partial-feeding;
Compare to the full-feeding
mode, a higher throughput was
achieved by partial-feeding.
Recombinant protein
purification
Palani et al.
(2011)
Indian Institute
of Technology-
-Madras
Select chromatographic system and
determine the adsorption isotherm
parameters.
The adsorption isotherms for
streptokinase and a lumped impurity
fraction present in an Escherichia coli
cell lysate were determined by using
perturbation method;
The Henry’s constant of
streptokinase was in a linear
range;
These parameters were applied
in the further SMB experiment
design.
Recombinant protein
purification
Gueorguieva et
al. (2011)
Otto von
Guericke
University
Magdeburg
SMB experiment for recombinant
protein purification was designed and
validated.
A SMB process which contained a two-
step salt gradient was design;
Equilibrium theory and an equilibrium
stage model were applied;
A series of SMB experiments were
carried out to validate the design
strategy.
continuous purification of
streptokinase by using a three-
zone open-loop two-step
gradient SMB process was
achieved.
Theoretical and experimental
results reached a good
agreement.
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Succinic acid and lactic
acid
Nam et al.
(2011)
Kongju National
University
Optimize the productivity of a SMB
process for separation of succinic acid
and lactic acid.
A series of single-column experiments
were performed to determine the mass
transfer parameters and the adsorption
isotherms;
The measured data were validated by
simulations;
SMB process was optimized based on the
standing wave design (SWD) principle
and NSGA-II-JG.
The optimal productivity was
little affected by the pressure
rating;
The productivity could have a
20% improvement with the
elimination of the minimum
switching time limit.
Phenylalanine and
tryptophan
Nam et al.
(2012)
Hanyang
University
Validate the optimization results of a
solvent-gradient SMB process for
separation of phenylalanine and
tryptophan.
A lab-scale SG-SMB set-up was
developed;
The optimization was completed by
using genetic algorithm (GA);
Optimal operating conditions were
obtained.
The experimental data were
proved to agree closely with
the modelling results.
Epigallocatechin gallate Wang et al.
(2012)
University of
Science &
Technology
Liaoning
Separate epigallocatechin gallate
(EGCG) from tea polyphenol by using a
two-step SMB approach.
C18-bonded silica gel and a mixture of
methanol and water were used as the
stationary phase and mobile phase,
respectively;
Solvent gradient in zones I and II was
established by the different methanol
dosage;
The operating conditions of SMB were
selected according to the triangle theory.
In the first step, a raffinate
solution with 92.2% purity and
99.7% recovery of EGCG was
collected;
In the second step, the purity
and recovery of EGCG were
increased to 97.8% and 99.8%.
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Ethyl linoleate and
ethyl oleate
Cristancho et al.
(2012)
Hamburg
University of
Technology
Separate the fatty acid ethyl esters by
using a two-step supercritical fluid-
simulated moving bed (SF-SMB).
Silica gel and supercritical carbon
dioxide were used as the stationary phase
and the mobile phase, respectively;
Liner adsorption isotherms were
determined and applied;
A two-step SMB experiments were
conducted.
Fatty acid with high
commercial interest was
successfully separated by
using this SF-SMB approach.
α-Tocopherol Wei et al. (2012)
Zhejiang
University
Separate the α-Tocopherol from its
homologue mixture by using a two-feed
SMB process.
The two-feed SMB was established by
disconnecting section I from II and
section III from IV in a four-zone SMB
system;
The internal concentration curve was
analyzed.
α-Tocopherol was successfully
separated from its homologue
mixture;
The productivity was greatly
increased compared to the
conventional SMB;
The solvent consumption was
reduced.
Influenza virus Krober et al.
(2013)
Otto von
Guericke
University
Magdeburg
Separate the influenza virus from
contaminating proteins by using a open
loop SMB method.
A size exclusion matrix was selected as
the stationary phase;
Different operating conditions were
chosen and SMB experiments were
conducted;
Performance of SMB and single column
chromatography was compared.
The productivity for this SMB
process was up to 3.8 times
higher than that in batch mode.
The single column
discontinuous chromatography
could be replaced by this SMB
process.
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Single-chain antibody
fragments
Cristancho et al.
(2013)
Otto von
Guericke
University
Magdeburg
Investigate the adsorption-desorption
behavior of a single-chain antibody
fragment (ABF), and design a two-step
pH-gradient SMB to purify this system.
A commercial immobilized metal ion
affinity chromatography (IMAC) column
was used;
The adsorption isotherms of ABF and the
impurity protein were determined by
using pulse experiments;
The influence of mobile phase pH was
investigated;
An open-loop three-zone two-step pH-
gradient SMB was designed.
The complete separation
conditions of this SMB
process was successfully
predicted by the equilibrium
stage true moving bed model.
SMB performed better than
the batch operation.
Recombinant proteins Wellhoefer et al.
(2013)
University of
Natural
Resources and
Life Sciences
Vienna
Combine the continuous inclusion body
dissolution process with the refolding
process based on the closed-loop SMB
chromatography.
A continuous refolding process for
recombinant proteins was achieved by
SMB;
Throughput, productivity, and buffer
consumption were compared to the batch
process.
The refolding and cleavage
yield of proteins were
increased by 10%;
The refolding buffer
consumption was significantly
reduced.
Protein loaded
nanoparticles
Satzer et al.
(2014)
University of
Natural
Resources and
Life Sciences
Vienna
Purify the the protein loaded
nanoparticles by size exclusion
chromatography using a four-zone SMB.
The operating conditions of SMB were
determined by batch experiments and the
triangle theory;
Sephacryl300 26/70 mm column was
used;
switch times for BSA and beta casein
were 5 min and 7 min, respectively.
In the case of BSA, 63%
purity and 98% recovery of
loaded nanoparticles were
obtained;
In the case of beta case, 89%
purity and 90% recovery were
achieved.
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Guaifenesin
enantiomers
Gong et al.
(2014)
University of
Porto
Separate the guaifenesin enantiomers by
using SMB process and Varicol process.
The columns packed with cellulose tris
3,5-dimethylphenylcarbamate (Chiralcel
OD) were used as the stationary phase;
Amixture of n-hexane and ethanol was
used as the mobile phase;
Both SMB and Varicol experiments were
designed and conducted.
Product with more than 99.0%
purity was obtained in both
processes;
Productivity of SMB was 0.42
genantiomer/d cm3 CSP, and
productivity of Varicol was
054 genantiomer/d cm3 CSP.
Methionine Fuereder et al.
(2014)
ETH Zuerich
Investigate the influence of the mobile
phase and temperature on SMB
performance.
The adsorption isotherms, solubility, and
column back pressure were regarded as
the function of MeOH content and
temperature;
Based on this model, the optimal
productivity was calculated and then the
corresponding operating conditions were
determined.
Amoderate methanol content
(25-35%) for this separation
process was suggested;
Higher temperature and lower
back pressure were proved to
perform better.
Lanthanide and actinide Sreedhar et al.
(2014)
Georgia Institute
of Technology
Design a SMB process to separate
lanthanides (Ln) and actinides (An).
Reillex HPQ™ resin was used as the
stationary phase, and 0.5-3.0 M nitric
acid was used as the mobile phase;
Model parameters for SMB design were
measured by pulse experiments;
A mathematical model was applied for
prediction.
The optimal nitric acid
concentration was3.0 M.
Product with 99.5% purity
could be obtained.
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Cyclolinopeptides C
and E extracted from
flaxseed oil
Okinyo-Owiti et
al. (2014)
University of
Saskatchewan
Separate cyclolinopeptides C and E by
using a three-zone SMB.
An 8-column 3-zone SMB system
comprising 3, 2, and 3 columns in zones
1, 2 and 3, respectively, was used;
Absolute ethanol (100%) was used as the
mobile phase.
This is the first time to use
SMB in the separation of large
quantities of
Cyclolinopeptides;
It seems SMB is a economical
and high-production system
for this difficult separation.
Glycol ether ester Agrawal et al.
(2014)
Georgia Institute
of Technology
Produce the propylene glycol methyl
ether acetate by using ModiCon SMBR.
AMBERLYSTTM 15 was used as a
catalyst and adsorbent;
The performance of the conventional
SMBR and the modulation of the feed
concentration (ModiCon) mode were
investigated and compared;
Amulti-objective optimization approach
was used to design the SMBR.
This is the first time to
integrate ModiCon to SMBR
operation;
ModiCon showed a higher
productivity by 12-36% than
the conventional mode.
D-psicose Wagner et al.
(2015)
ETH Zurich
Conduct the multi-objective
optimization of SMB process for D-
psicose separation.
Model parameters were measured by
using the inverse method;
A 2-2-2-2 lab-scale SMB set-up was
prepared;
Productivity and desorbent consumption
were selected as the objectives in the
optimization works.
The results proved the great
potential of SMB method for
the economic separation of the
D-psicose from impurities.
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Eicosapentaenoic acid
and docosahexaenoic
acid
Li et al. (2015)
Zhejiang
University
Separate the eicosapentaenoic acid and
docosahexaenoic acid by using SMB
method.
C18 silica gel was used as the stationary
phase, and the pure methanol was used as
the mobile phase;
Model parameters were measured by
using pulse experiments;
The Langmuir model was used to
describe the adsorption behavior;
SMB simulation works were completed.
With a feed concentration of
100 g/L, the product with 99%
purity, 13.11 g/L adsorbent/h,
and solvent consumption of
0.46 L/g could be obtained.
The simulation result and the
experimental data reached a
good agreement.
Agarose-hydrolyzate
components
Kim et al. (2015)
Hanyang
University
Conduct a ternary separation of
galactose, levulinic acid (LA), and 5-
hydroxymethylfurfural (5-HMF) by
using SMB.
Model parameters were determined by
using the frontal analysis;
The obtained parameters were used to
design the SMB experiments;
The open-loop SMB experiments were
carried out in the lab.
The experiment results agreed
closely to the simulation
predictions;
These three components were
separated with high purities,
high yields, and high
throughput.
Sulfuric acid and sugars Sun et al. (2016)
Sichuan
University
Select suitable stationary phase to
replace the unavailable Diaion MA03SS;
Conduct SMB separation processes by
using different kinds of resins.
Screening test of six kinds of resins was
conducted by using pulse experiments;
After the initial screening, Dowex 1X4
and Dowex 1X8 were selected to do the
next SMB experiments.
SMB performance of Diaion MA03SS,
Dowex 1X4, and Dowex 1X8 was
compared.
Performances of Dowex 1X8
was slightly higher than that of
Diaion MA03SS and Dowex
1X4.
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Butanediol and
propanediol
Liang et al.
(2016)
I-Shou
University
Purify the 1, 3-propanediol (PDO) by
using SMB chromatography.
Mitsubishi SP70 was used as the
stationary phase;
The influence of feeding concentration
on separation was studied;
Langmuir adsorption isotherms, kinetic
parameters were determined by using
pulse experiments;
ASPEN was used in simulation.
Simulation results from
ASPEN could reasonably fit
the experimental data.
Praziquantel Andrade Neto et
al. (2016)
Federal
University of Rio
de Janeiro
Present an adaptive control system based
on a nonlinear model predictive control
(NMPC) in SMB.
The main advantage of such model was
described;
The mathematical model,the
optimization problem, and the control
strategy were presented;
Modeling, simulation, and optimization
of SMB process were completed.
The purity of 99% and 98.6%
for extract and raffinate
products could be achieved;
Fast responses and smooth
actuation were observed.
Xylobiose Choi et al.
(2016)
Hanyang
University
Separate xylobiose from
xylooligosaccharides by using SMB.
Dowex-50WX4 resin was selected as the
stationary phase;
Model parameters were determined by
pulse experiments;
Two sets of SMB experiments were
carried out.
Xylobiose’s purity of 99.5%
and recovery of 92.3% were
finally obtained.
This method could be useful in
the large scale industrial
production.
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Aminoglutethimide Lin et al. (2016)
University of
Porto
Separate the aminoglutethimide
enantiomers by using SMB and Varicol.
Cellulose tris 3,5-dimethylphenyl-
carbamate was used as the stationary
phase, and a mixture of n-hexane and
ethanol was used as the mobile phase;
A five-column Varicol process with
1/1.5/1.5/1 configuration and a six-
column SMB process with 1/2/2/1
configuration were conducted.
Final products of R-
aminoglutethimide (R-AG)
and S-aminoglutethimide (S-
AG) with more than 99.0%
purity were collected.
Glucose and fructose Tangpromphan
et al. (2018)
Kasetsart
University
Develop a operating strategy of the
three-zone SMB process for the
separation of glucose and fructose.
Decreasing both the desorbent
consumption and the numbers of pump
were the two main objectives;
The strategy PR-PCO-NFZIII was based
on the principle of port-relocation and
port-closing/opening technique.
With the PR-PCO-NFZIII in a
three-zone SMB, the solvent
consumption and the pumps
needed were successfully
decreased.
Tartronic and glyceric
acids
Coelho et al.
(2018)
University of
Porto
Separate the tartronic acid (TTA) and
glyceric acid (GCA) by using SMB.
A 1-2-2-1 configuration SMB unit was
used;
Dowex 50WX-2 was selected as the
stationary phase;
SMB experiment, simulation, and
optimization were completed.
The purity of 80% and 100%
was obtained in the raffinate
and extract ports, respectively;
Optimal operating conditions
were obtained and could be
applied in industrial process.
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Fucose Mun (2018)
Hanyang
University
Optimize the production rate,
productivity, and product concentration
of fucose in SMB separation process.
The optimization was based on standing-
wave-design method and genetic
algorithm;
The product concentration and pressure
drop were chosen as constraints;
Single optimization and multi-objective
optimization were conducted.
A set of pareto optimal
solutions was obtained;
The results are useful in
promoting the economically-
efficient production of fucose.
Betulinic, oleanolic,
and ursolic acids
Aniceto et al.
(2018)
University of
Aveiro
Separate the betulinic, oleanolic, and
ursolic acids by using a two-step SMB
process.
Model parameters were determined by
using frontal analysis;
SMB was designed and optimized using
a Design of Experiments approach
combined with Response Surface
Methodology (DoE-RSM), and simulated
using a phenomenological rigorous
model.
The purities of betulinic,
oleanolic, and ursolic acids at
99.4%, 99.1%, and 99.4%
could be obtained.
Vanillin and
syringaldehyde
Yao et al. (2018)
Xiamen
University
Separate vanillin from syringaldehyde
by using an asynchronous 3-zone SMB.
C18 was used as stationary phase and
ethanol/water was used as mobile phase;
Model parameters were determined by
frontal analysis;
The operating conditions of SMB were
selected based on triangle theory;
The results were compared to those in
the conventional SMB process.
This asynchronous 3-zone
SMB method was first
reported in this paper;
The feed flow rate was 44%
higher than that of
conventional SMB;
The product purity of 97% was
achieved.
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Fucose Hong et al.
(2019)
Hanyang
University
Produce fucose from the seaweed of
Undaria pinnatifida by integrating a
hydrolysis and a SMB process.
A hydrolysis, and a series of pretreatment
processing for decolorization and
deionization were carried out;
Single-column experiments were
conducted to design the SMB;
The resulting hydrolysate from the first
step was then purified by using two sets
of SMB process.
Fucose with purity of 99.9%
was obtained;
The overall fucose loss was
kept below 23%.
Aromatics/alkanes Guo et al. (2019)
Georgia Institute
of Technology
Apply the concurrent approach to design
a SMB process for aromatic/alkane
separation.
Mixture of toluene, dodecane, and
cyclohexane was selected as the model
system;
A 16-column SMB mini-plant was
designed and constructed;
A concurrent approach which combined
the adsorption measurements, model
fitting, and SMB model predictions was
developed.
Developed a complete SMB
modelling process from
isotherm to a “mini-plant”
experiment for the first time.
For some complicated
systems, SMB could be
conducted without the
knowledge of multi-
component adsorption
isotherm.
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According to our knowledge, there is no reported literature on SSMB method, and no one
conducted the numerical simulation or optimization works of SSMB process. For xylo-
oligosaccharide, only Meng et al. investigated purification of XOS by using SMB
experiments. However, detailed modeling and optimization are missed in their work.
2.4 Design strategies of SMB process
Triangle theory, standing wave concept, and separation volume analysis are the three
most widely used design strategies for SMB separation. A brief description of these
methods is given as below.
2.4.1 Triangle theory
Triangle theory, proposed by Storti et al. [102] and Mazzotti et al. [103] has been proven
as a powerful tool for SMB process design. The net flow rate ratio, mi, was introduced in
order to design the SMB unit. In this theory, a triangle complete separation area is
defined by a (mII, mIII) plane for the linear or non-linear isotherm with or without mass
transfer resistance. Therefore, a criteria is developed to determine the value of mi and
then obtain the optimal operating conditions. The definition of mi is as below.
(1 )
i s
i
Qt V
m
V


  (2-14)
where Qi is the flow rate of the fluid phase in section i of a SMB unit, V is the column
volume, ε is the bed voidage, and ts is the switching time.
(1) Linear isotherm
If a system with linear isotherm behavior and contains component A and B, and A is the
more retained component (heavy component). Based on the mechanism of SMB
chromatography, the complete separation requires the switching time larger than the
retention time of component B and smaller than that of A. In this way, it ensures the
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component B to be purged to the raffinate port without the pollution of impurity A. In
addition, the complete recovery of B from the stationary phase avoids contaminating the
extract port, and the component A remains in the stationary phase is eluted by the
desorbent. Section I and IV are used for the regeneration of solid and liquid phase.
Therefore, the switching time should be larger than the retention time of component A
and smaller than the retention time of B, respectively. These constraints can be written as
below.
,1
,2 ,2
,3 ,3
,4
R
A s
R R
B s A
R R
B s A
R
s B
t t
t t t
t t t
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
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(2-15)
Based on the definition of mi, convert these constraints above into:
A I
B II A
B III A
IV B
H m
H m H
H m H
m H
  
 
 

(2-16)
An additional constraint, mII<mIII, is required by the positive feed flow rate.
The complete separation zone defined by the the (mII, mIII) and (mI, mIV) planes is shown
in Figure 2-7.
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Figure 2-7 Complete separation region and SMB operating regimes on (a) (mII, mIII)
plane and (b) (mI, mIV) plane for the binary separation of species A and B, with
linear adsorption isotherm.
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(2) Nonlinear isotherm
Triangle theory was further applied to nonlinear systems, the competitive Langmuir
isotherm was chosen as an example in this section.
( , )
1
i i
i
i i
H c
q i A B
b c
  (2-17)
The following constraints were defined by Mazzotti et al. [104, 105].
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Compared with boundary of mII and mIII, the lower bound on mI and upper bound on
mIV are explicit. However, the complete separation region in the (mII, mIII) plane is still a
triangle-shaped area as shown in Figure 2-8.
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Figure 2-8 Complete separation region and SMB operating regimes on the (mII, mIII)
plane for the binary separation with Langmuir adsorption isotherm.
In addition, the shape of the triangle region is affected by the feed concentration [103].
The total area of this region will decrease with the increasing of feed concentration as
shown in figure 2-9.
Figure 2-9 Effect of the feed concentration on the complete separation region in the
(mII, mIII) plane [103]
2.4.2 Standing wave concept
Standing wave analysis of chromatography was first reported by Ma et al. [106] and
Mallmann et al. for linear and nonlinear systems, respectively [107]. This method
contains a series of algebraic equations which effectively combine the separation
performance with the axial dispersion coefficient, the length of each section in SMB, the
bed movement velocity, and the velocities in the four sections. This design method is
convenient, simple, and easy to implement. The optimal operating conditions could be
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efficiently searched for some new SMB applications.
Figure 2-10 Standing wave in a linear TMB system [108]
For a binary system, the standing wave concept investigates the concentration waves of
two components in each section. With a proper determination of the four flow rates in
SMB and the solid movement velocity, the front of the light component B can be made
“standing” in section IV and its desorption front standing in section II. While, the
adsorption front of the more retained component A is made standing in section III and its
desorption front standing in section I. In this way, the separation of component A and B
is achieved as shown in figure 2-9.
To achieve high purity and recovery, according to the standing wave concept, the flow
rates in the four sections must satisfy the following equations [108].
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(2-18)
Where u0 is the interstitial velocity, L is the zone length, S is the column cross sectional
area, Eb is the axial dispersion coefficient, Kf is the lumped mass-transfer coefficient,
δi=εp+(1-εp)ɑi (ɑi is the partition constant between the adsorbed phase and the liquid
phase for solute i), P=(1-εb)/εb is the bed phase ratio, εb is the interparticle void fraction,
and εp is the intraparticle void fraction. β is related to the ratio of the highest
concentration to the lowest concentration of the standing wave in the specified zone. It is
always used as an index of product purity and yield. For example, the higher the β2III
value, the higher the product purity of light solute in the raffinate.
Except for the research works above, Wu et al. and Xie et al. successfully applied this
design strategy to amino acid separation by using SMB [109, 110]. In Xie et al.’s work,
they extended the analysis to the SMB systems with nonlinear isotherms and mass
transfer effects. Xie et al. also studied a tandem SMB process for insulin purification, and
the standing wave analysis was used to obtain the optimal operating parameters [111].
2.4.3 Separation volume analysis
The triangle theory mainly provides a design strategy for the binary counter-current SMB
separation with the neglection of mass transfer resistances and axial dispersion. However,
if the mass transfer resistances are significant, the constraints are not as simple as
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described in the triangle theory. The complete separation region will become narrower,
and the constraints should be modified depending on the mass transfer coefficient. In
order to define this new separation region, the separation volume analysis is developed
[112, 113].
For the purpose of designing a SMB process, some constraints have to be satisfied as
below.
1 1 2 2 2 2
1 2 2
3 3 3 3 4 4
3 3 4
1; 1 1;
1 1; 1
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where Q1, Q2, Q3,and Q4 are the volumetric liquid flow rates in each section; QS is the
solid flow rate; cAj and cBj are the concentrations of component A and B in the liquid
phase; qAj, qBj are the concentrations of component A and B in the stationary phase in
section j.
Defining the parameter γj=(1-ε)mj/ε as the ratio between fluid and solid interstitial
velocities in section j, the constraints become:
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A higher value of γ1 is required in the presence of mass transfer resistances, and γ1 will
increase with the decreasing of mass transfer coefficient. The complete separation
regions will vary with different values of γj.
Azeved and Rodrigues applied this design method to a fructose-glucose SMB separation
in 2001 [114]. As there was a strong mass transfer resistance presented in their system,
they used this separation volume analysis in the modeling, simulation, design, and
operation processes. After that, Minceva and Rodrigues determined the optimal operating
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conditions for the separation of p-xylene, and proposed a two-level optimization
procedure based on the concept of “separation volume” [115]. Rodrigues and Pais also
extended the application of this strategy to the chiral separation design [116].
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Chapter 3
3. Equilibrium and kinetic differences of XOS2-XOS7 in
xylo-oligosaccharides and their effects on the design of
simulated moving bed purification process
3.1 Introduction
Xylo-oligosaccharides (XOSs) are oligomers containing various numbers of xylose
molecules linked by β 1–4 glycosidic bond [1, 2, 3]. Throughout this article, XOS refers
to the mixture of XOSs with degrees of polymerization from 2 to 7. XOSN refers to XOS
with degree of polymerization equal to N.
XOS is non-digestible, non-cariogenic, low caloric [2, 4] and has desired prebiotic effect
[5, 6]. Compared with other oligosaccharides such as fructo-oligosaccharides (FOS) and
galacto-oligosaccharides (GOS), XOS has superior acid resistance and heat stability and
may therefore be more widely used in the manufacturing of functional foods [3, 4]. XOS
is industrially produced by hydrolysis of xylan-rich hemicelluloses. Due to the constraints
of conversion and selectivity of enzyme catalyzed hydrolysis reaction, purity of
commercial raw XOS syrup is generally limited to 70% with 22% unreacted xylose and
8% by-product arabinose (ARS) as the major impurities [4, 7]. Further purification of the
XOS syrup is required for the applications in food industry. Several separation techniques
including membranes, enzyme, activated charcoals, zeolites and ion exchange have been
investigated in literature for the purification of oligosaccharides [1, 4, 8]. Among these
approaches, suitable ion exchange resins that have the advantages of nontoxicity, low
cost, and mechanical, chemical, and biological stability present a promising alternative.
Separation based on ion exchange resins can be realized via adsorptive or
chromatographic processes. Simulated moving bed (SMB), a cyclic chromatographic
operation that is featured by enhanced unit productivity and reduced solvent consumption,
has been widely applied for the purification and separation of petro-chemicals,
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pharmaceuticals, food and bio-products. SMBs equipped with ion exchange resins were
proven to be efficient for the purification of FOS [9-12] and GOS [13-15]. To our
knowledge, the only study on XOS purification by SMB was reported by Meng et al. who
enriched XOS from 69% to 91% by conducting SMB experiments [7]. However, detailed
modeling and optimization are missed in their work.
A comprehensive design of SMB process essentially involves three steps: i) screening of
stationary phase materials and fluid composition; ii) measurements of column voidage
and determination of equilibrium and kinetic parameters; iii) optimization of operational
parameters. Due to the intrinsic complicity of SMB processes, numerical simulation and
optimization are necessarily involved in the last step [16, 20].
Typical SMB processes are designed for binary separations. While oligosaccharides are
mixtures consisting of several components, most previous studies treated
oligosaccharides as a single component and used the average equilibrium and kinetic
parameters [7, 15, 21, 22]. However, the variance among the components in
oligosaccharides, especially, in adsorption equilibrium, may have different effects on
different zones. For example, if the impurity is preferentially adsorbed, which, as will be
shown later, is the case for XOS purification, the flowrate in zone II must be large
enough to purge the most adsorbed component to zone III whereas flowrate in zone IV
must be small enough to retain the least adsorbed component [23]. Using averaged
parameters may lead to wrongly designed operations.
The ongoing work in this research is aimed at the optimal design of SMB process for
XOS purification. Systematic experiments and simulations have been carried out at the
current stage to choose a suitable ion exchange resin and to acquire reliable model
parameters. Effects of differences among the seven XOS components on the simulation
results were also evaluated.
The article is organized as follows. After this brief introduction, chemicals, instrument
and procedures of experiments will be described. Then the theories involved in SMB
simulations will be presented. Experimental and simulation results are summarized and
discussed in Section 4. Finally, conclusions will be given.
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3.2 Theoretical
3.2.1 Transport dispersive (TD) chromatography model and
parameters
Component mass balance in the SMB chromatography was described by TD model [24-
26] in the following form:
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where c and q are concentrations in the liquid and stationary phases, respectively, i is the
index for component and j for column, t is time, φ is phase ratio defined as φ=(1-εt)/εt , εt
is column voidage, u (=Q/εt/πr2) is interstitial mobile phase velocity, z is the axial
coordinate, DL is the axial dispersion coefficient, km is the mass transfer coefficient. The
definite conditions associated with differential equations (3-1) and (3-2) will be discussed
in the next section (2.2). An additional isotherm model is required to describe the local
adsorption equilibrium and calculate q*:
 ......c,cfq 21i*i  (3-3)
TD model has three parameters, namely, φ (or εt),DL and km. An adsorptively inert tracer
can be applied to directly measure εt. DL and km are generally concentration dependent
and their values at the linear range can be estimated by a series of pulse experiments
carried out at various flowrates [26, 27]. Henry’s constant (H) and number of equivalent
theoretical plates (N) can be derived by peak statistical moments of the elution profile of
a linear pulse [24, 26]:
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where τ and σ2 are the 1st and 2nd moments, respectively,
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While H is a thermodynamic constant independent of flowrate, N is correlated to u by
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when flowrate is in a proper range such that the band broadening effects of axial
molecular diffusion are negligible [26]. Eq. (3-8) therefore provides a frame for the
estimation of both DL (or NL) and km in the linear range.
3.2.2 Numerical scheme
As will be shown later, a constant NL can be used for all components involved in this
work. In this case, TD model can be discretized along axial direction by Martin–Synge
method, which replaces the 2nd derivative (∂2/∂z2 term) in Eq. (3-1) with truncation error
brought in by the 1st order backward approximation of ∂/∂z (numerical dispersion) [28].
The discretized form of Eq. (3-1) becomes
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where M denotes the mesh points with M=0 for the inlet and M=NL for the outlet. Since
the 2nd order derivative is eliminated from Eq. (3-1), only inlet boundary condition is
retained, which is described by the node balance of a 4-zone SMB unit,
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where the superscript ext is for the external stream to an inlet port, specifically, desorbent
and feed for column I and IV, respectively; jpre is the adjacent upstream column,
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SMB performance is evaluated at the cyclic steady state. Rigorously, cyclic conditions
apply to the discretized equations.
   sk j,ik j,i ttctc  (3-13)
   sk j,ik j,i ttqtq  (3-14)
where ts is switching time, j and k range from I-IV and 1-NL, respectively. Due to the
difficulty in numerically solving the equations with cyclic conditions, the model is
converted to initial value problems (IVPs) and then integrated using DIVPAG package.
The following initial conditions were used to replace Eqs (3-13) and (3-14).
    00tq0tc k j,ik j,i  (3-15)
It was found in this work that cyclic steady state can be essentially achieved in less than
10 cycles. A minimum number of 15 cycles and the following constraint on mass balance
of all components were used to ensure the cyclic steady state.
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where subscripts D, E, F, R are for desorbent, extract, feed and raffinate streams,
respectively. All calculations in this study were programmed in FORTRAN codes and
performed on a Lenovo ThinkPad L440 personal computer equipped with a 2.30 GHz
Intel core i7 processor.
3.2.3 Operation modes of sequential simulated moving bed
(SSMB)
Continuous operation of an SMB unit is realized by periodically switching the inlet and
outlet ports along the flow direction. Conventionally, the ports are synchronically
switched and the flowrates of all ports are maintained constant. As such, a typical 4-zone
SMB process has 5 independent operational parameters, namely, switching time and four
flowrates in the 4 zones. In the last two decades, several techniques such as Varicol [29],
PowerFeed [30] and ModiCon [31] have been developed to further enhance the
separation performance by asynchronous switch, temporally varied feed flowrate and
concentration, respectively. Sequential SMB (SSMB) that has been applied for the
commercial separation of fructose and glucose, where solvent consumption is a major
concern, introduces operational flexibility by dividing a switch into three steps with
different flow patterns. As shown in Figure 3-1, in the 1st step, the mobile phase is
circulated in the whole system, forming a closed loop; in the 2nd step, section IV is
isolated and an external solvent stream is introduced at the desorbent port to purge the
less adsorbed species to raffinate port; in the 3rd step, section II is also isolated and
another feed stream is introduced such that preferentially and less adsorbed species are
simultaneously collected at extract and raffinate ports, respectively.
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Figure 3-1 Schematic diagram of SSMB process
3.3 Experimental
3.3.1 Chemicals and materials
Xylose (monohydrate), ARS (monohydrate) and XOS were obtained from Long Li
(Shandong, China). Standard samples of XOS2, XOS3, XOS4, XOS5 and XOS6 were
purchased from ZZBIO (Shanghai, China) while the standard of XOS7 was not available.
Raw XOS syrup was prepared in the lab according to the industrial data. It contains 30
w% of dry matter that has a composition of 70% xylo-oligosaccharides, 22% xylose, and
8% arabinose. Ultrapure water (11.5 MΩ cm) was filtered through Elix advantage (US)
filter and degassed. Blue Dextran solution used as an inert tracer was produced by
Phamacia (Sweden).
3.3.2 Instruments
An LC-3000 preparative chromatographic system (CXTH, Beijing, China) including
CXTH LC-3000 pumps, an injector with a 5mL sample loop and a Shodex RI-102
refractive index (RI) detector (Shodex, Japan) was applied for determination of model
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parameters. An Agilent 1100 Series (Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, USA) high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) system with an RI detector and a Shodex
sugar KS 802 column (300*8.0mm, 6μm) was used for sample analyses. A laboratory-
scale SSMB system consisting of four pumps and auto-control system was provided by
Hanbon, China.
Preparative glass columns (1m×2.5cm I.D) were provided by Higang Instrument
(Shanghai, China). DOWEX MONOSPHERETM 99/310 resin (average particle size of
310μm) were ionized and then uniformly packed into the preparative columns using
slurry-packing method. The columns were supplemented with jackets and connected to a
thermostatic water bath (HW-SY21-K, Changfeng Company, China). A short preparative
column (30cm×1cm I.D) provided by Higang Instrument (Shanghai, China) was only
used to measure the kinetic parameters of XOS2, XOS3, XOS4, XOS5, and XOS6. For
all experiments involved in this work, the column temperature was controlled at
60℃±0.5.
3.3.3 Procedures
As the resins with K+ and Ca2+ are available in the lab, an ionic form modification was
completed in order to obtain the resin with Na+. At first, 5% HCL and 5% NaOH
solutions were prepared, and then the column packed with Ca2+ resin was flushed by
using 5% HCL at a constant flowrate 5ml/min on the preparative chromatography. After
3 hours, the mobile phase was changed to water to flush the column to a neutral state.
Next, 5% NaOH was used to continuously flush the column for 3 hours. Finally, water
flushing was applied to keep the column at a neutral state too. The above prepared resin
with Na+ was compared with K+ and Ca2+.
Pulse experiments of various samples, Blue dextran, XOS, xylose, ARS, and raw XOS
containing XOS (70 w%), xylose (22 w%) and ARS (7 w%) were carried out to evaluate
the effects of ionic form on adsorption selectivity and column efficiency [32-37]. Feed
concentration, injection volume and flowrate were controlled at 25 g/L, 5 ml and 5 ml/ml,
respectively.
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Frontal analysis was used to determine adsorption isotherm of XOS (as a single
component), xylose, and ARS [21, 38, 39, 40]. Sample solutions of concentrations from
30 to 270 g/L were prepared by volumetrically diluting the solute samples. The flowrate
was maintained at 5 ml/min. Elution samples were collected at fixed time intervals and
then analyzed by HPLC, which can separate XOS, xylose and arabinose and
simultaneously determine their concentrations.
Pulse experiments were also applied to determine kinetic parameters [24, 26, 39]. For
XOS (overall), xylose and ARS, a preparative column (1m×2.5cm I.D) was used. The
sample concentration, injection volume and flowrate were controlled at 100 g/L, 5 ml and
4-12 ml/min. In the case of individual XOS2-XOS6, the short preparative column (30cm
×1cm I.D) was used. The sample concentration, injection volume and flowrate were 0.5
g/L, 1 ml and 0.5-2.0 ml/min. The pre-determined flowrates were realized by
programming the corresponding pumps.
Before each experiment, the whole system was purged with water for 1h, and，
meanwhile, the thermostatic water bath was used to establish the desired column
temperature.
3.4 Results and discussion
3.4.1 Screening of ionic form of adsorbent
In order to compare resin particles ionized with three cations, namely, Ca2+, K+, and Na+,
they were packed in the columns under same conditions and then evaluated for XOS
purification in terms of selectivity (α = HXylose/HXOS) and column efficiency. For the
screening of ion form, XOS was treated as a single component and the effects of ARS
were neglected. According to Eqs. (3-6) and (3-7), both selectivity and column efficiency
can be estimated by pulse experiments. As shown in Table 3-1, K+ exhibited the largest
selectivity and second highest column efficiency, slightly lower than that of Ca2+.
Considering that the higher Henry's constant on K+ may lead to a higher unit production,
according to triangle theory [23], the authors chose K+ over Ca2+ for further investigations.
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It should be mentioned that DOWEX MONOSPHERE 99/310 resin ionized with K+
performs better for XOS purification than DIAION-UBK530 Na that, according to the
report by Meng et al. [7], has a selectivity of 1.71. According to the elution profile of
Blue dextran, an inert component, the voidage of K+ ionized column was estimated to be
0.416.
Table 3-1 Characteristics of resins with different ionic forms
Ion H(XOS) α(Xylose/XOS) N(XOS)
Ca2+ 0.384 2.01 67.2
K+ 0.416 2.11 60.2
Na+ 0.284 1.69 55.8
3.4.2 Frontal analysis
Breakthrough curves were measured on the K+ ionized column (1m×2.5cm I.D) by step-
wisely increasing the feed concentration. The equilibrium solid phase concentration was
calculated by
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A representative breakthrough curve is shown in Figures 3-2a. Elution profile for sample
analysis and calibration curves of all components involved in this work are provided in
the Supplementary Materials. Isotherms were acquired by FA up to the total
concentration of 270 g/L, which is about the level of commercially available raw XOS
syrup after hydrolysis reaction. As shown in Figure 3-2b, measured isotherm data for
XOS, xylose, and ARS can be well captured by linear fitting with R2 generally greater
than 0.995. Xylose and ARS are more preferentially adsorbed than XOS.
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Figure 3-2 Frontal analysis (FA) experiments. a: typical breakthrough curves (total
concentration=60 g/L); b: isotherms acquired by FA. Preparative column;
concentration range: 30-270 g/L; flowrate 5ml/min.
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3.4.3 TD model parameters by linear pulse experiments
As shown in the last section, linear equilibria apply to xylose, ARS and XOS as a single
component in the concentration range of interests. In this case, pulse experiments carried
out at different flowrates can be used to determine the TD model parameters as well as
Henry's constant. Typical elution profiles of pulse experiments for xylose, ARS and XOS
as a single component are shown in Figure 3-3a. H and N were estimated using peak
statistical moments, i.e., Eqs. (3-4) and (3-5). Instead of calculating H by directly using
Eq. (3-4) for each flowrate, τ was plotted against L/u, forming a straight line for each
component (Figure 3-3b). The slope of this line equals to (1+φH), with φ predetermined
by Blue Dextran tracer to be 1.404. As such, only one Henry's constant is obtained by the
experiments at several flowrates. Figure 3-3c shows that 1/N against λu also forms a
straight line for each component. According to Eq. (3-8), its slope and intercept can be
used to estimate km and NL, respectively. In order to apply Martin-Synge method for the
numerical solution of TD model that has been introduced in Section 3.2.2, a constant NL
for all components were used to fit the experimental data. As shown in Figure 3-3c,
excellent fits were obtained. The results of pulse experiments for xylose, ARS and XOS
as a single component are summarized in Table 3-2.
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Figure 3-3 Linear pulse experiments. a: Typical elution profiles (flowrate: 6ml/min);
b: plot of τ against L/u for the estimation of H; c: plot of 1/N against λu and the fits
of Eq. (3-8) with constant NL for Xylose, ARS, and XOS. Preparative column
(1m×2.5cm I.D); concentration: 100 g/L; sample size 5 mL; flowrate range: 4-12
ml/min
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Table 3-2 Pulse experiments for xylose, ARS and XOS
Parameter Q
(ml/min)
Species
xylose ARS XOS
τ (min) 4 80.6 86.2 75.7
6 53.1 57.6 45.4
8 39.8 43.1 31.8
10 32.4 34.4 25.0
12 26.5 28.6 20.2
N 4 399 410 40.1
6 287 275 33.3
8 218 211 28.7
10 183 178 25.3
12 153 153 23.3
H -- 0.400 0.484 0.155
km (min-1) -- 4.48 4.60 0.361
NL -- 2000
w% -- 22 8 70
Preparative column: L=100 cm; ID=2.5 cm;
φ=1.404
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The above derived parameters are adequate if XOS is treated as a single component,
which is a common simplification used in most previous modeling studies on SMB
purification of oligosaccharides [7, 12, 14, 15, 21]. However, an important objective of
the current work is to evaluate the effects of differences among various components on
the separation performance. TD model parameters for individual XOSs were also
determined for this purpose.
XOS sample free of xylose, and ARS was analyzed using HPLC system. As shown in
Figure 3-4, a total of 6 peaks corresponding to those of XOS2-XOS6 were identified by
the Shodex sugar KS 802 column and IR detector. According to the calibrations obtained
for standard XOS2 - XOS6 samples, their fractions in the XOS mixture sample were
estimated to be 35.8, 33.1, 18.1, 9.4, and 2.6 w%, leaving a balance of about 1.0 w%.
Figure 3-4 Comparison of elution profiles on the preparative column (30cm×1cm
I.D). Sample size:1mL. Flowrate: 1 ml/min. Concentration: 5 g/L XOS; 1.79, 1.655,
0.905, 0.47, 0.135 g/L XOS2 to XOS6, respectively.
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Pulse experiments on the short preparative column (30cm×1cm I.D) were carried out for
individual XOS2-XOS6 following the above described procedure. Using the derived H
and N values, together with the contents and calibrations, their RI responses were
analytically calculated and shown in Figure 3-4 as grey curves. The superposition of
these individual curves (dash black) were compared with the one for mixed XOS (solid
black), showing a difference in the form of two dispersive peaks (dot black). It may be
seen that one of the acquired balance peak has the similar residence time and column
efficiency to those of XOS6. The same trend was also observed for other flowrates,
which are omitted here for conciseness. This difference may be attributed to the existence
of XOS7, of which the standard sample was not available. According to the retention
time, the other peak should be recognized as some impurities in the sample.
Henry's constants and kinetic parameters of XOS2-XOS6 were determined using linear
pulse experiments at various flowrates. The fits of Eq (3-8) with constant NL to
experimental data are shown in Figure 3-5. The obtained parameters required by TD
model simulations are summarized in Table 3-3. Based on the observation that the
calibration curves for XOS as a single component and individual XOS2-XOS6 are all
highly linear, with correlation coefficients (R) generally greater than 0.99, it may be
reasonably assume that the RI responses of XOS7, of which the standard sample was not
available, and its combination with XOS6 are linear as well. The similar procedure can
therefore be applied to analyze aforementioned balance peak that may result from the
effects of XOS7. The H and km acquired from these peaks measured at different flowrates
are 0.0152 and 0.312 min-1, respectively. These values are very close to those determined
by XOS6 sample, suggesting that XOS6 and XOS7 can be treated as a single component,
assigned as XOS67 in the following discussions.
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Figure 3-5 Plot 1/N vs. λu for XOS2-XOS6 and the fits of Eq (3-8) with constant NL
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Table 3-3 Pulse experiments for XOS2-XOS6
Parameter Q
(ml/min)
species
XOS2 XOS3 XOS4 XOS5 XOS6a
τ (min) 0.5 29.0 24.8 21.2 19.8 18.8
1 14.5 12.4 10.6 9.81 9.40
1.5 9.58 8.25 7.04 6.53 6.26
2 7.23 6.19 5.26 4.88 4.70
N 0.5 68.1 50.7 61.6 59.3 73.4
1 41.3 31.8 43.7 36.1 47.8
1.5 28.6 22.6 30.2 26.6 34.1
2 21.6 17.4 23.3 21.1 25.1
H -- 0.335 0.204 0.0896 0.0416 0.0155
km (min-1) -- 2.40 1.54 1.27 0.591 0.318
NL -- 278
w%b -- 35.8 33.1 18.1 9.40 2.70
Preparative column: L=30 cm; ID=1 cm;
a: Results measured using XOS6. XOS6 and XOS7 treated as a single
component in the chromatography modeling;
b: Percentage in XOS, not including impurities of xylose and ARS.
Assuming XOS67 accounts for 3.6 w% of total XOS, its linear calibration coefficient can
be estimated from the balance between total area of XOS mixture and the summation of
those for XOS2-XOS5 (see Figure 3-4). As such, the breakthrough curve in term of RI
response can be calculated by
 


7,1i
ii cRIRI (3-18)
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where ci as a function of time was solved by integrating the TD model. Figure 3-2a shows
the calculated breakthrough curve (solid line), which, compared with the results
calculated by treating XOS as a single component and using parameters in Table 3-2
(dash line), gives better agreements to experimental measured data (dot).
3.4.4 SSMB simulation and experiments
SSMB simulations and experiments were carried out for a 4-column SSMB system. As
shown in Figure 3-1, an SSMB process has theoretically 7 independent parameters, i.e., 3
durations and 4 flowrates. In addition, the sequence of the sub-steps within a switch can
be adjusted, equivalent to another independent parameter. Systematic optimization of
SSMB is therefore more involving than that of conventional SMB. The current work is
aimed at obtaining reliable model parameters and investigating the feasibility of SSMB
for XOS purification. For simplicity, it is assumed that loopI QQ  in all three phases is
constant, which may be different from QFeed in phase 3, reducing the number of
independent parameters to 5, similar to that of the regular SMB. As such, the triangle
theory can be applied for the screening of operation parameters. The flowrate ratio is
defined as:
)1(
0
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Different from the conventional SMB, the flowrates of SSMB in zones II, III and IV are
functions of time. Constant flowrate in zone I was arbitrarily fixed as a scaling factor,
which is normally constrained by pressure drop. The other four parameters were then
sequentially determined by m values:
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According to Eq. (3-8), the contributions of axial dispersion and mass transfer to overall
plate number are additive. their ratio can be defined as
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It may be seen from Figure 3-6 that in the flowrate range of interests, contribution of
axial dispersion is about less than that of mass transfer by two magnitude orders. For the
calculation efficiency, NL was fixed at a relatively lower number of 300 that was obtained
by the pulse experiments for individual XOSs, which is a reasonable simplification since
the band broadening effect is dominated by mass transfer .
Figure 3-6 ri as a function of flowrate for each component
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The scaling factor, Qloop, was fixed at 20 mL/min. In addition, mI and mIV were fixed at
0.66 and 0.15, respectively. The value of 0.66 for mI is significantly larger than 0.484,
Henry’s constant of ARS, the most preferentially adsorbed species. The value of 0.15 for
mIV is, however, lower than the Henry’s constant by a small margin. Their effects,
especially on solvent consumption, will be investigated in the future study for systematic
optimization. SSMB simulations were then carried out to determine the separation zone
in mII-mIII plane that satisfies practical requirements of purity and recovery defined as
 0
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Calculations were carried using three schemes: (a) The system is binary, consisting of
XOS and impurity using parameters in Table 3-2 for XOS and algebraic average
parameters of ARS and xylose for impurity; (b) XOS was treated as a single component
whereas xylose and ARS were differentiated with their own parameters in Table 3-2; (c)
difference among XOS2 to XOS67 were also taken into account. It may be seen from
Figure 3-7 that separation zones determined by the three schemes are significantly
different. For this specific system, the desired XOS is less adsorbed and, according to the
Triangle Theory, mIII should be small enough to prevent preferentially adsorbed
impurities from entering raffinate port. Under the conditions determined by scheme (a)
(dot line) that uses average Henry’s constant of impurities, a fraction of the relatively
light component in the impurities, more specifically, xylose, may breakthrough to the
raffinate port, reducing product purity. As a result, scheme (b) (dash line) that accounts
for the difference between xylose and ARS, compared with scheme (a), predicts a smaller
mIII boundary. Similarly, using average Henry’s constant for XOSs may predict lower mII
that is insufficient to purge the relatively heavy components (XOS2 and XOS3) in XOSs
to the feed port. This fraction of XOSs is carried by the stationary phase to zone I after
column switching and finally exits the unit via the extract port together with impurities,
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resulting in a reduced product recovery. For this reason, compared with schemes (a) and
(b), scheme (c) (solid line) that accounts for variance among XOS predicts a higher mII
boundary. Comparison between schemes (a) and (b) shows that mIII determined by
scheme (b) is safe to efficiently retain both xylose and ARS impurities in zone III.
However, in addition to the product collected at the raffinate port, a fraction of XOSs
enters zone IV. Since mIV was intentionally fixed at 0.15, just slightly lower than the
average Henry’s constant of XOS, the relatively light components in XOSs (XOS4-
XOS67) may not be sufficiently retained in zone IV. This fraction of XOSs is conveyed
by the mobile phase to zone I and is purged out of the unit via the extract port. Therefore,
given fixed mIV, mIII must be further decreased to meet the recovery constraint.
Figure 3-7 Comparison of SSMB simulation results obtained by three schemes
Another case with recovery constraint reduced to 0.8 was also investigated using the
above mentioned three schemes. For conciseness, the results are shown in the
supplementary material as Figure S3-4. Compared with the trends shown in Figure 3-7,
the most significant difference is that, while mIII boundary determined by scheme (c) is
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still lower that by scheme (b), the mII boundaries predicted by these two schemes are very
close. Recall that the difference in mII can be mainly attributed to the effects of relatively
heavy components in XOSs, specifically, XOS2 and XOS3. Their Henry’s constants are
higher than the average value of 0.155 by factors of about 2.2 and 1.3. With reduced
recovery requirement, this level of difference in Henry’s constant can be disguised by the
low value of average mass transfer coefficients, since both lead to band broadening
phenomena. However, the difference in mIII is mainly due to relatively light components
in XOSs, i.e., XOS4 to XOS67. Their Henry’s constants deviate from the average value
by factors of 1.7-10. This high level of difference in Henry’s constants cannot be
compensated with the low value of average mass transfer coefficient.
Table 3-4 Experiment data and simulation results by using different schemes
Objective Experiment Simulations
Scheme a Scheme b Scheme c
Purity % 83.2 92.0 90.4 88.7
Recovery % 85.7 90.3 88.9 86.2
SSMB with 4 preparative columns (1m×2.5cm I.D).
Operational conditions corresponding to the * point in Figure 3-7:
Qloop=20 ml/min; Qfeed=10 ml/min; t1=12.85 min; t2=2 min; t3=3 min. .
SSMB experiment was carried out under the conditions corresponding to the * point in
Figure 3-7, which is inside the boundary of scheme (a) but outside the boundary of
scheme (c). Experimentally measured purity and recovery of XOS are 83.2% and 85.7%,
respectively. Comparison among the above mentioned three calculation schemes shows
that scheme (c) gives the best agreement with experimental results. The other two
schemes using average Henry’s constant may overestimate the separation zone and result
in unsatisfactory purity and recovery of desired XOS product. This comparison further
validating the necessity to account for the variance among different species during the
SMB process design for XOS purification. It should be emphasized that the experimental
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condition was determined to evaluate the effects of variance among XOS2 to XOS7
rather than to achieve high performance of XOS purification. These effects should be
considered during the systematic optimization of SSMB operating conditions including
mI and mIV, in addition to mII and mIII, which is beyond the scope of current study and will
be pursued in the future.
3.5 Conclusions
Compared with Na+ and Ca2+, K+ ionized resin showed higher selectivity and was
therefore chosen for further researching. Frontal analysis technique was applied to
determine the adsorption isotherms of xylose, ARS and XOS as a single component. The
result shows that all these components exhibit linear adsorption in the concentration
range of interests. TD model parameters, namely, NL and km of xylose, ARS, XOS
(containing XOS2 to XOS7), as well as XOS2 to XOS6 were determined by pulse
experiments performed at different flow rates. While the standard sample of XOS7 was
not available, a comparison between the elution profiles for XOS (containing XOS2 to
XOS7) and those for individual XOS2 to XOS6 showed that XOS7 has adsorption
behaviors similar to those of XOS6.
SSMB simulations were carried out to determine operation conditions that satisfy
practical constraints on XOS purity and recovery. Comparison among the results obtained
by three schemes different in the treatments of XOSs and impurities shows that using
average Henry’s constants and TD model parameters may overestimate unit throughput
and lead to unsatisfactory purity and recovery. Variance among XOSs with different
degrees of polymerization may play different roles in different operation zones, which
should be considered during the systematic optimization of SSMB operating conditions
including mI and mIV.
The acquired Henry’s constants and TD model parameters were verified by single
column breakthrough and SSMB experiments. Modeling and experimental results
showed that high XOS purity and recovery can be achieved using SSMB process with K+
DOWEX MONOSPHERETM 99/310 resin as the stationary phase. The acquired
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parameters can be used in futural systematic optimization towards maximum unit
throughput and minimum solvent consumption.
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Chapter 4
4. Multi-objecitve optimization of sequential simulated
moving bed for the purification of xylo-oligosaccharides
using averaged parameters
4.1 Introduction
Simulated moving bed (SMB) technique has been proven as an efficient separation
method due to its enhanced productivity and purity, reduced solvent consumption,
convenient operating control, and improved separation performance for some systems
with low resolution and selectivity [1-6]. Industrial large scale applications of SMB
include extraction of p-xylene [7, 8], corn wet milling [9], and fructose/glucose
separation [10]. Recently, its applications has been extended to the separation and
purification of fine chemicals, such as chiral drugs and biological components [3, 5, 11-
14].
As shown in Figure 4-1a, a conventional SMB system consists of a number of series-
connected packed columns, forming a closed loop. counter-current movement of liquid
and solid phase with respect to the inlet and out let ports is realized by periodically
switching these ports. The ports divide the columns into 4 zones that play different
functional roles in the separation [6, 13-16]. Several techniques, such as Power Feed [17],
Varicol [15, 16] and Gradient Operations [5, 18] have been developed to enhance SMB
performances by introducing more operational flexibilities and specifically reinforcing
the functional role of each individual zone. Sequential SMB (SSMB) is an alternative that
divides a period of a conventional SMB into three phases (see Figure 4-1b-d). SSMB has
been successfully used for fructose/glucose separation, where solvent consumption is a
major concern.
A conventional isothermal and isocratic SMB with synchronous switch has 5 independent
operational parameters, i.e., switching time and flowrates in the 4 zones. A widely used
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theoretical approach to determine these parameters is “Triangle Theory”, which was
developed based on the assumptions of instantaneous local equilibrium and negligible
dispersion effects, resulting in 1st order partial differential equation. Therefore,
characteristic line can be used to trace component concentrations [20]. Complete
separation zone in terms of dimensionless flowrates (m values) for a binary SMB system
can be analytically estimated using linear [21] or competitive [22] adsorption isotherm.
Recently, the applications of Triangle Theory was remarkablly extended to the case of
reduced purity requirements [23]. Another theoretical method, standing wave design
(SWD), was developed based on the steady-state solutions for true moving bed systems
[24]. Operating parameters are correlated to separation objectives with a series of
algebraic equations that can be conveniently solved. The use of SWD accounts for the
mass transfer effects. A numerical alternitive is multi-objective optimization (MOO)
using detailed mathematical models [13]. The necessity for this more involving approach
originates from the following considerations: a) in some industrial and preparative SMB
processes using columns with low efficiency, for example, sugar separation and
purification, mass transfer and band broadening effects may be important; b) in addition
to purity and productivity, solvent consumption may be crucial for the process economy
and should be taken into account; c) operational parameters may have contradicting
effects on these objectives [15, 25]; d) in some modified SMB processes supplemented
with sub-steps and temperature (solvent) gradients, the transient behaviors are important
and the deviation from true moving bed becomes significant. The effects of these
transient behaviors cannot be explained by Triangle Theory using averaged m values [5].
While MOO has been extensively used for analyses of SMB processes [26-43], to our
knowledge, its application on SSMB design has not been reported in the literature.
In MOO, more than 1 objectives are simultaneously optimized by modifying the
variables. Since the variables have contradicting effects on the objectives, a set of
solution points considered equally good are normally obtained, called pareto solutions. A
pareto set means in which when we go from any one point to another, at least one
objective function becomes better and at least one worsens. Therefore, any point in a
pareto set is optimal and acceptable [13, 15].
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The ongoing work in this research group is aimed at developing an economic SSMB
process for the purification of xylo-oligosaccharides (XOS) from industrial syrup. The
desired product is XOS with degrees of polymerization from 1 to 7. The major impurities
are unreacted xylose and by-product arabinose (ARS) formed in the upstream hydrolysis
reaction. In a previous publication, DOWEX MONOSPHERE™ 99/310 resin ionized with
K+ was examined to be a suitable stationary phase for the separation [19]. Adsorption
equilibrium and kinetic parameters were also systematically determined.
The current study is focused on the identification of suitable operational conditions of
SSMB for XOS purification. MOOs with various problem configurations corresponding
to different requirements were performed for this purpose. At this initial stage, the system
was considered binary for simplicity. The overall transport-dispersive (TD) model
parameters for product (XOS 1-7) and impurity (xylose and ARS) determined in our
previous work [19] were used for the modeling of SSMB process.
4.2 SSMB modeing
4.2.1 Model description
Our previous study [19] showed that transport dispersive (TD) chromatography model [4,
37, 38] together with linear isotherm can be used to describe the adsorption behaviors of
XOS separation process. The model has the following form,
2
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 iiiimi qcHktq  , (4-2)
where c and q are concentrations in the liquid and stationary phases, respectively, i is the
index for component and j for column, t is time, φ is phase ratio defined as φ=(1-ε)/ε , ε is
column voidage, u (=Q/ε/πr2) is interstitial mobile phase velocity, z is the axial
coordinate, DL is the axial dispersion coefficient, km is the mass transfer coefficient, H is
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Henry’s constant.
4.2.2 Numerical scheme for the solution of TD model
TD model can be discretized along axial direction by Martin–Synge method, which
replaces the 2nd derivative (∂2/∂z2 term) in Eq. (4-1) with truncation error brought in by
the 1st order backward approximation of ∂/∂z (numerical dispersion) [5]. The discretized
form of Eq. (4-1) becomes
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where M denotes the mesh points with M=0 for the inlet and M=NL for the outlet. Since
the 2nd order derivative is eliminated from Eq. (4-1), only inlet boundary condition is
retained, which is described by the node balance of a 4-zone SMB unit,
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where the superscript ext is for the external stream to an inlet port, specifically, desorbent
and feed for column I and IV, respectively; jpre is the adjacent upstream column,
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SSMB performance is evaluated at the cyclic steady state. Rigorously, cyclic conditions
apply to the discretized equations.
   sk jik ji ttctc  ,, (4-8)
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   sk j,ik j,i ttqtq  (4-9)
where ts is switching time, j and k range from I-IV and 1-NL, respectively. Due to the
difficulty in numerically solving the equations with cyclic conditions, the model is
converted to initial value problems (IVPs) and then integrated using DIVPAG package.
The following initial conditions were used to replace Eqs. (4-8) and (4-9).
    00tq0tc k j,ik j,i  (4-10)
It was found in this work that cyclic steady state can be essentially achieved in less than
10 cycles. A minimum number of 15 cycles (60 switches, 180 sub-phases) and relative
mass balance error of both components less than 0.5% were used to ensure the steady
state during SSMB simulations involved in this work.
4.2.3 Model parameters
Parameters for the simulations of a 4-column SSMB unit with TD model are summarized
in Table 4-1. The feed concentrations were provided by COFCO Ltd., consistent with the
composition of raw XOS syrup from typical the industrial processes. The column
parameters were measured for a preparative SSMB unit in our lab. Equilibrium and
kinetic parameters were acquired in a previous study [19].
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Table 4-1 Model parameters
Columns Column number 4
d 2.5 cm
L 100 cm
ε 0.416
Qmax 20 ml min-1
Kinetic parameters NL 2000
km,XOS 0.36 min-1
km,impurity 4.54 min-1
Isotherm
(T=60℃)
HXOS 0.167
Himpurity 0.450
Feed composition CXOS,feed 210 g/L
Cimpurity,feed 90 g/L
4.3 Variables and objectives of a binary SSMB system
As shown in Figure 4-1, an SSMB process has 7 independent operating parameters, i.e., 3
durations (t1, t2, t3), 4 flowrates (Qloop, Qeluent,phase1, Qeluent,phase3 and Qfeed). For simplicity, it
is assumed in this work that the flowrate in Zone I in all three phases is constant.
Moreover, this constant flowrate in Zone I is fixed at the maximum flowrate limited by
column pressure drop, i.e., maxQQQQ Ieluentloop  . As such, operating parameters of the
three phases can be described as Table 4-2.
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Table 4-2 Dimensional operating parameters of SSMB
Phase No. duration QI QII QIII QIV
1 t1 Qmax 0 Qfeed 0
2 t2 Qmax Qmax Qmax Qmax
3 t3 Qmax Qmax Qmax 0
Figure 4-1 Schematic diagrams of SMB and SSMB
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Throughout this work, Qmax was fixed at 20 ml/min as a scaling factor, in consistence
with our previous publication. As a results, the number of independent parameters
subjected to optimization is reduced to 4, similar to that of conventional SMB. While
these parameters were determined by MOO in this work, Triangle Theory provides a
convenient tool for the screening of suitable parameter ranges. The flowrate ratio defined
below is also extensively involved in the following discussions.
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The 4 SSMB variables subjected to optimization can be sequentially determined from
these m values :
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As shown in the previous work, the desired product, XOS, is the less retained on the solid
phase and is, therefore, collected at the raffinate port. The performance of SSMB
processes were evaluated in terms of XOS purity (Pur) and recovery (Rec), unit
throughput (UT), and water consumption (WC), which are defined in the following
equations.
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In this following discussions, two of the objectives were simultaneously optimized. Non-
dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II), which has been proven efficient to solve
multi-objective optimization problems involved in various industrial chemical processes
[39, 40], was applied to obtain the pareto solutions [34-36]. All calculations were
programmed in FORTRAN codes and performed on a Lenovo ThinkPad L440 personal
computer equipped with a 2.30 GHz Intel core i7 processor.
In total, three optimization problems with different objective functions were considered
in this work. In addition, minimum requirements on purity, recovery and unit throughput
may be set as constraints to limit the solutions in practically valuable range. The
configurations of optimization problems are summarized in Table 4-3, together with the
upper and lower bounds of operational variables, which are required by the use of NSGA
II method. Numbers of population and generations, the other two key parameters for
NSGA II, were both set to be 100.
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Table 4-3 Summary of optimization formulations and bounds of variables
Case Objectives Constraints Variables
1.1 Max Pur;
Max UT
Pur>90%;
Rec>90%
0.6<mI<1.2; 0.15<mII<0.35;
0.2<mIII<0.6; 0.05<mIV<0.15
1.2 Max Pur;
Max UT
Pur>90%; Rec>90% 0.6<mI<1.2; 0.15<mII<0.35;
2<Qfeed<10; 0.05<mIV<0.15
2 Max UT;
Min WC
Pur>90,95,97%;
Rec>90%
Same as 1.1
3 Max Rec;
Min WC
Pur>90%;
UT=2,3,4 ml/min
0.5<mI<1.2; 0.15<mII<0.35;
0.05<mIV<0.15
4.4 Results and discussions
4.4.1 Case 1: simultaneous maximization of Pur and UT
Simultaneous maximization of Pur and UT was first investigated in this work. This is one
of the most extensively pursued MOO problems in SMB literature and pareto solutions
are normally acquired. In addition to the two objectives, minimum purity and recovery,
both at practical value of 90%, were set as constraints. During the use of NSGA II, great
penalty was applied if either of the constraints was not satisfied. Two groups of
calculations using different variables were carried out and the results are presented below.
Case 1.1: Using variables of mI, mII, mIII, and mIV
As aforementioned in Section 3, four independent operational parameters of an SSMB
unit are subjected to MOO. The flowrate ratios, mI, mII, mIII, and mIV were first screened
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in this case. The corresponding dimensional parameters, t1, t2, t3 and Qfeed were calculated
using Eqs (4-12)-(4-15). Then, SSMB simulations were carried out using the column,
equilibrium and kinetic parameters listed in Table 4-3. Simulation results in terms of
objective functions and constraints were evaluated by NSGA-II, which then
automatically update the operational parameters in the preset range. The optimal results
obtained after 100 iterations (generations) are plotted in Figure 4-2.
Figure 4-2 Simultaneous maximization of unit throughput and purity. a: pareto,
circle and triangle points are for Cases 1.1 and 1.2, respectively; b: corresponding
optimized m values; c: t1 (min) and Qf (ml/min) derived from the m values.
Figure 4-2a shows that XOS’s purity above 90% can be successfully achieved by
properly operated SSMB, meeting the minimum commercial requirement. The maximum
unit throughput decreases with the increase in XOS’s purity. Any other operation in the
examined parametric space (defined by the bounds in Table 4-3) gives an objective point
lower than the pareto curve on (Pur-UT) plane, i.e., at least one of the objectives is worse
when compared with any point on the curve. Therefore, all points on this curve are
considered solutions to this optimization problem. Some of the obvious off-line points
given by NSGA-II after 100 generations were manually removed.
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The corresponding decision variables, mI, mII, mIII, and mIV, are plotted against product
purity in Figure 4-2b. Comparison with the bounds in Table 4-3 shows that all acquired
optimal operation points are confined in the preset parametric range.
The trends in Figure 4-2b may be divided into two sections: (i) In the purity range lower
than about 95.3%, mI, mIII and mIV are essentially constant whereas mII increases with
increased purity; (ii) mIII decreases and the other three m values increases with increased
purity in the higher range. These trends are compared with those of conventional SMB in
Table 4-4. Pareto solutions and the corresponding decision variables for conventional
SMB with the same parameters are provided in the Supplementary Materials (Figure S4-
1).
Table 4-4 Optimized m values for SSMB and SMB
Range Operation Purity UT mI mII mIII mIV
lower
SMB +a - = - - =
SSMB + - = + = =
higher
SMB + - + - - +
SSMB + - + + - +
a: +, -, = are for increase, decrease, and constant.
For a conventional SMB with a fixed flow pattern in a switch, m values of the 4 zones are
individually determined by the corresponding flowrate. Therefore, based on the
functional role of each zone, Triangle Theory may be applied to provide direct
explanations to the trends in Table 4-4. Separation is mainly realized in Zones II and III.
According to Triangle Theory, in order to increase unit throughput, flowrate in Zone II
should be large to convey more light component to the feed port. On the other hand, to
meet the purity requirement, the flowrate should be small to retain the heavy component.
That mII decreases with increased purity indicates that, the latter effect is dominant in the
whole practical purity range greater than 90%. Flowrate in Zone III is limited by the
breakthrough of heavy component at raffinate. Therefore, mIII decreases with increased
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purity. The decrease in mIII is more significant than that in mII, resulting in decreased unit
throughput, which is the difference between flowrates in Zones II and III. Zone I and IV
are for regeneration of stationary and mobile phases, respectively. They have negligible
effects on purity in the lower range. In the higher range, both mI and mIV need to be
increased to prevent retaining of heavy component that may pollute the raffinate product
after column switching.
In the case of SSMB, however, the m values, as defined in Eq. (4-11), are averaged over a
switch that is divided into three phases with different flow patterns. According to Eqs (4-
12)-(4-15), given fixed Qmax, only mIV, is determined by a single operating parameter, t2.
In addition, mI is directly determined by ts, which can be used to replace one of t1 and t3
as an independent operating parameter. However, 2 and 4 parameters are needed to
determine mII and mIII, respectively. It is on the (mII-mIII) plane that the “Triangle” is
plotted to optimize unit throughput for specified purity requirement. As a result,
compared with conventional SMB, optimal SSMB operations may exhibit some different
trends that cannot be directly explained by Triangle Theory with averaged m values.
As highlighted in Table 4-4, the trends of mI and mIV of SSMB are similar to those of
conventional SMB whereas mII and mIII exhibit some different features. These two values
are determined by the combination of more than 1 phase with different flow patterns. As
there have been few literature reports focused on SSMB, it is necessary to firstly clarify
the specific role of each operational phase in a switch. For this purpose, internal
concentration profiles at cyclic steady state corresponding to the optimized operation for
purity of 95.8% are plotted in Figure 4-3.
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Figure 4-3 Internal concentration profiles for 95.2% purity. a: XOS; b: impurity.
Corresponding m values: mI=0.73, mII=0.25, mIII=0.46, mIV=0.079.
At the beginning of a switch (ts+), XOS is almost saturated in Zone II. Its profile is
extended to Zone I at lower level and to Zone III at a high level. The impurity is also
mainly distributed in Zone II. A relatively large fraction is retained in Zone I and a small
fraction is extended to Zone III. Zone IV is free of any components.
In the first phase, an external feed is introduced into Zone III, where previously enriched
XOS is driven towards the raffinate port. Its front moves forward by about one third of
the column during this phase. While impurity is also conveyed forward, the moving
speed is slower due to the higher adsorption strength, they are retained in the column.
The operation is switched to the next phase far before the breakthrough of impurities,
which is different from conventional SMB optimized conditions (see Supplementary
Materials Figure S4-2). Simultaneously, fresh water is introduced into Zone I. Previous
retained impurity is purged out and collected at the extract port. Also purged out is a
small fraction of XOS, diminishing the recovery. According to the description in Figure
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4-1b-d, extract port is only open in phase 1. Therefore, at cyclic steady-state, the majority
of impurity contained in the feed must be collected during this phase, which is similar to
conventional SMB. As shown in Figure 4-3, by the end of this phase, adsorbent in Zone I
is essentially regenerated, which determines the duration of t1. During this phase,
concentration profiles in isolated Zons II and IV with no mobile phase flow are not
changed.
In the second phase, all inlet and outlet ports are closed. Both components are driven
forward and redistributed by an internal loop that is applied to all columns. By the end of
this phase, XOS is saturated in Zone III and is enriched in Zone IV. It is in this step that
Zone IV is functioning in term of regeneration of mobile phase by the retaining of light
component, which is similar to conventional SMB. However, since the extract port is not
open and there is no outlet stream, a fraction of XOS is allowed to enter Zone I. The
impurity profile is mainly distributed in Zones II and III, further separated with XOS that
is about a whole column ahead.
Finally, in the last phase, fresh eluent is introduced again to convey the mobile phase in
Zones I, II and III, whereas Zone IV is isolated. Only raffinate outlet is open. XOS
previously saturated in Zone III is collected. Impurity breakthrough occurs during this
period, reducing the overall product purity. While there is no flow in Zone IV, the
concentration of XOS slightly decreases, which is due to the limited mass transfer
between solid and fluid phases accounted for by TD model.
In order to explain the trends in Figure 4-2a, mass flows (MF) of component i defined
below for three representative cases are plotted as functions of t/ts in Figure 4-4.
RafRafii QcMF , (4-20)
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Figure 4-4 MF plot for three representative purities. Black for XOS, gray for
impurity; solid, dash and dot curves are for purities of 92.6% (mI=0.73, mII=0.18,
mIII=0.47, mIV=0.075), 95.2% (mI=0.73, mII=0.25, mIII=0.46, mIV=0.079) and 98.1%
(mI=0.89, mII=0.28, mIII=0.33, mIV=0.099), respectively.
The area below each curve is the averaged mass flow (AMF, g/min) of the corresponding
component at the raffinate port. Calculated AMF values are summarized in Table 4-5.
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Table 4-5 The averaged mass flow values of three different cases
Purity
Decision variables AMF (g/min)
mI mII mIII mIV
XOS
1a
XOS
3
XOS
T
IMPb
1
IMP 3 IMP T
92.6% 0.73 0.1
8
0.4
7
0.07
5
445 307 752 0.408 59.5 59.9
95.2% 0.73 0.2
5
0.4
6
0.07
9
203 404 607 0 30.9 30.9
98.1% 0.89 0.2
8
0.3
3
0.09
9
2 211 213 0 4.23 4.23
a: 1, 3 and T are for phase 1, 3 and total; b: IMP is for impurity.
For the purity requirement of 95.2%, about 607 g/min XOS and 30.9 g/min impurity were
collected in the raffinate port, respectively. About two third of XOS were collected in
phase 3. More noticeable is that essentially all impurity is introduced in raffinate stream
in phase 3.
As purity requirement is reduced to 92.6%, both t1 and Qf increase (see Figure 4-2c),
resulting in increased unit throughput. Different from the optimal operation for 95.2%,
more retained heavy impurity, is driven further to the raffinate port and a breakthrough
occurs by the end of the first phase. A significant larger amount of XOS is collected
during t1, with AMFXOS increased from 203 to 445 g/min. Recall that, according to Eqs
(4-12) and (4-14), given fixed maximum flowrate, mI and mIV are determined by total
switch time and t2, respectively. In the low purity range, constant mI and mIV, similar to
those of conventional SMB, indicate that these two times are constant. Therefore, t3
consequently decreases with increased t1 at reduced purity. Accordingly, less XOS that is
essentially saturated in Zone III is collected during a shortened phase 3. However, since
the impurity front is driven further in previous steps, especially, in phase 1, impurity is
more enriched than the case of 95.2% purity in Zone III during phase 3. The enrichment
effect overcomes the decrease in t3, and more impurity is collected in phase 3, reducing
the overall purity. According to Eq (4-13), it is due to the decrease in t3 that mII decreases
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with decreased purity in the lower range. Effect of the decrease in t3 on mIII is
compensated by the increased t1 and Qf, and, as an overall result, mIII is kept constant for
purities below 95.2%.
When the purity is increased further to 98.1%, contrary to the low purity range, t1
increases with increased purity, forming a minimum duration of phase 1 (see Figure 4-2c).
Since extract port is open only in this phase, an extended duration is helpful for complete
adsorbent regeneration by the purge with a fixed mobile phase flowrate in Zone I. Qf in
Zone III still decreases with improved purity, but the slop becomes sharper. An overall
result is that less raw material is introduced to Zone III. Therefore, in order to drive XOS
to Zone III where it will be collected in phase 3, duration of phase 2 needs to be increased.
During this step, the longest among the three, an extended loop is beneficial for
separation. Increased purity in the higher range does not have significant effect on t3.
Impurity collected in raffinate is mainly determined by the position of its front by the end
of phase 2, which sets an upper limit of the increase in t2. According to Eq (4-13), mII
increases with increased purity in the higher range is mainly attributed to the increase in
t2. On the contrary, it is recalled that, in the low purity range, the increase in mII is due to
increased t3.
For conciseness, other trends that are similar to conventional SMB are not further
discussed here.
Case 1.2: optimization with variables: Qfeed, mI, mII, and mIV.
The optimziation problem with the same objective functions and constraints of case 1.1
were performed with one of the decision varibales, mIII, replaced by Qfeed. It was found by
Jiang et al. that replacing mIII with feed flowrate may simplify the definition of parameter
boundaries and accelerate convergence during the MOO of a conventional SMB for a
binary separation with relatively low selectivity [5].
The acquired pareto curve is plotted in Figure 4-2a for direct comparison. It may be seen
that the two curves by different variables are almost overlapping, validating the
robustness of NSGA-II and the acquired optimal solutions. A close comparison (the
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insert in Figure 4-2a) in the purity range of 95-97%, which is of great industrial interests,
however, shows the pareto curve obtained in Case 1.1 is slightly higher than the one in
Case 1.2. Optimized decision variables for Case 1.2 are plotted in Figure 4-5. The trends
are quantitatively similar to those in Figure 4-2a but the points are more scattered. For
consistency, m values were used as decision variables in the following work.
Figure 4-5 Decision variables for Case 1.2
4.4.2 Case 2: maximization of unit throughput and
minimization of water consumption at different XOS’s purities
Solvent consumption is one of the major concerns that directly determines the cost of
industrial adsorptive processes for sugar purification. In the following discussions, water
consumption defined in Eq (4-18) was considered as an objective. First investigated is the
simultaneous maximization of unit throughput and minimization of water consumption.
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Several cases with different constraints on product purity were studied (see Table 4-2 for
the problem configurations).
As shown in Figure 4-6a, for a required purity, unit throughput may be increased by the
compensation of more water consumption. With increased purity, the pareto curve moves
downwards.
Figure 4-6 Simultaneous maximization of unit throughput and minimization of
solvent consumption at various purity requirements. a: pareto, circle, triangle, and
square are for purity constraints of 90%, 95% and 97%; b: corresponding
optimized m values of purity>90%; c: derived t1, t3, and Qf.
The m values corresponding to purity greater than 90% are plotted against unit
throughput in Figure 4-6b. In the low UT range, mI is almost constant, indicating constant
ts. According to the node balance over a switch that is similar to conventional SMB, the
increase in UT can be straightforwardly explained by the increased mIII and decreased mII.
The corresponding increase in WC is due to the decreased mIV. In the case of
conventional SMB, for a constant ts, mobile phase flowrates in Zones II, III and IV
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increases or decreases according to the corresponding m values. However, for SSMB, the
qualitative trends of these m values are not sufficient to give direct guidance on how to
tune all of the operating parameters. Decrease in mIV suggests a decrease in t2, duration of
the loop step. According to Eq (4-13), mII is affected by both t2 and t3. Since the trend of
mII is in qualitative agreement with that of t2, whether t3 increases or decreases cannot be
determined. The increase in mIII, a function of 4 parameters defined in Eq (4-15). The
trends of t1 and Qf cannot be derived. Figure 4-6c gives optimized t1, t3 and Qf as
functions of UT. It may be seen that t3 actually decreases with increased UT, which has a
positive effect on the decrease in mII but a negative effect on the increase in mIII. The
increase in mIII is therefore attributed to the increase in both t1 and Qf. Further increase in
UT requires accelerated switching time, and mI decreases accordingly.
The m values and dimensional operating parameters corresponding to the other purity
constraints are provided in Supplementary Materials (Figures S4-3 and S4-4).
4.4.3 Case 3: maximization of XOS’s recovery and
minimization of water consumption at fixed unit throughput
values
Recovery greater than 90% was used in the above cases as a constraint. In Case 3,
enhancing XOS recovery and reducing water consumption were defined as the two
objectives. Purity greater than 90% was set as a constraint. Three groups of optimizations
were conducted with different unit throughput values. Due to the fixed unit throughput,
according to the definition of Eq (4-17), the number of independent operating parameters
is reduced to 3. As described in Table 4-2, mI, mII and mIV were used for this case. They
were converted to t1, t2 and t3 using Eqs (4-12)-(4-14). Since mIII is not used, Qf is
calculated from Eq (4-17) for a given UT.
Figure 4-7a shows that, for each fixed UT, a pareto solution curve was obtained for
simultaneous maximization of XOS recovery and minimization of water consumption.
The pareto curve moves downwards on (Rec-WC) plane when the fixed UT increases.
Corresponding m values for UT=2 ml/min are plotted against recovery in Figure 4-7b. It
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may be seen that all three m values increase with increased recovery. Again, these trends
cannot be directly interpreted. Explanations to the pareto trends involves analyses of
dimensional parameters, internal concentration profiles and MF curves, which are
provided in the Supplementary Materials (Figure S4-5--S4-7). The details are similar to
the discussion in Case 1 and are omitted here for conciseness. In short, while there are
only three independent parameters in this case, all of the four dimensionless parameters
change with recovery. With increased recovery, t1, t2 and t3 increase whereas Qf decreases.
In all, a switch of an SSMB is divided into three sub-steps with different functional roles.
Even with number of independent operating parameters reduced to the same as
conventional, SSMB is still more complicated. Specifically, product and impurity enter
the raffinate stream in two separated steps and the ratio may change under different
optimized conditions. The loading of raw materials in step 1 is determined by both
flowrate and duration, the latter of which is should be sufficient to collect impurity in the
extract stream. Averaged m values are not sufficient to give direct guidance for tuning the
dimensional operating parameters. Effects of dimensional operating parameters on the
objective functions and constraints are coupled and cannot be qualitatively predicted
until the optimal solutions have been established. Therefore, rigorous multi-objective
optimization with detailed models is necessary for the design of SSMB processes.
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Figure 4-7 Simultaneous maximization of XOS recovery and minimization of solvent
consumption at various equipment capacities. a: pareto, circle, triangle, and square
are for UT of 2, 3 and 4 ml/min; b: corresponding optimized m values of UT=2
ml/min.
4.5 Conclusion
The feasibility of XOS purification by a 4 column SSMB unit was investigated using
multi-objective optimizations. Transport-dispersive model with parameters determined in
a previous work was used to describe the dynamic adsorption behaviors. Various
optimization problems with different objective functions and constraints were solved by
NSGA-II.
Results of simultaneous maximization of unit throughput and purity of XOS, the less
adsorbed component, show that purity greater than 90% can be successively achieved
with recovery greater than 90%. The optimal unit throughput, however, decreases with
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increased purity requirement, forming a pareto curve in the (EC-PUR) plane. While the
trade-off between these two objectives is generally the case for SMB separation processes,
the trends of decision variables in term of m values exhibit some features qualitatively
different from those of a conventional SMB. The decrease in unit throughput with
increased raffinate purity is mainly attributed to a increase in mII rather than a decrease in
mIII, the latter of which is normally predicted by the extensively used Triangle Theory for
a conventional SMB. These features were explained by the analyses of internal
concentration profiles and mass flows at the raffinate port. Essentially, a switch of SSMB
is further divided into three sub-steps with different durations and flow patterns. Each of
the sub-steps has its functional role. There exists a minimum duration of step 1,
corresponding to the boundary between high and low purity ranges. The increase in mII
with increased purity up to 95.2% is attributed to the increase in duration of step 3 with a
constant flowrate in Zones I to III and isolated Zone IV. The increase in t3 is
compensated with decrease of mass flow in Zone III during step 1 when Zone I and III
are separately loaded with desorbent and feed, resulting in a constant mIII. On the other
hand, with further increased purity, mII increases due to the increase in duration of step 2
operated with an internal loop. As a result of sharply decreased feed flowrate, mIII
decreases, together with increased mII, accelerating the decrease in unit throughput. As a
conclusion, in the case of SSMB with transient variations during a switch, averaged mII
and mIII values are determined by the combination of more than 1 dimensional operating
parameters. Direct use of Triangle Theory with averaged m values may lead to wrong
design and diagnosis of such processes.
Water consumption, a major concern in adsorptive sugar purification processes, was also
investigated. For given requirement on purity and recovery, water consumption increases
with increased unit throughput. Water consumption increases with increased purity
requirement. For given requirement on purity and fixed unit throughput, enhanced
recovery must be compensated with increased water consumption. The higher the unit
throughput, the higher the water consumption. The trends of corresponding m values
cannot be directly interpreted in these two cases. Dimensional operating parameters must
be used to give the explanations based on individual functional role of the sub-steps.
However, these parameters are corresponding to the optimal solutions. Therefore, multi-
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objective optimization must be involved in the design of complicated SSMB processes.
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Chapter 5
5. A comparison between SMB and SSMB for fructose-
glucose separation based on multi-objective optimization
5.1 Introduction
Simulated moving bed (SMB), compared with conventional batch adsorption/desorption
processes, has the advantages of continues operation, complete separation at low
selectivity, and reduced solvent consumption. As shown in Figure 5-1a, a typical SMB
system consists of a number of series-connected chromatographic columns and is divided
into four zones by two inlet (feed, desorbent) and two outlet (raffinate, and extract) ports.
A relative counter-current movement of stationary and mobile phases with respect to the
ports is realized by periodically switching these ports along the direction of mobile phase
flow. Each of the four zones play specific functional roles in the adsorptive separation [1-
5].
SMB technique was firstly developed in 1960s by Universal Oil Product (UOP) for the
adsorpptive purification of p-pylene (PX) from C8 mixture [6]. Another large scale
application of SMB is in sugar industry, especially, fructose/glucose separation [7]. More
recently, the use of SMB has been extended to pharmaceutical industry to purify the
chiral drugs and some biological components with high economic value [8-10].
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Figure 5-1 Schematic diagrams of regular 4-zone SMB and SSMB
Theoretical studies on SMB for fructose-glucose separation have been extensively
reported. Beste et al., Azevedo et al., and Subramani et al. carried out several simulation
and optimization works [11-13]. Model parameters were measured and the separation
performance in terms of purity and productivity was successfully improved under the
guidance of computational results. Subramani et al. performed optimization work on a
varicol process, a modified SMB operation that divides a switch into several sub-steps
with different column distributions among the 4 functional zones, and compared the
results to those of regular SMB process [13]. However, solvent consumption, a major
concern in industrial fructose-glucose separation, was not considered as an optimization
objective in these works. Tangpromphan et al. reported a three-zone SMB process that
can be used to reduce solvent consumption based on the port-relocation procedure [14].
Systematic optimization results were not presented in this work. Azevedo et al., Borges
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da Silva et al., and Zhang et al. studied reactive SMB processes for the production of
highly concentrated fructose syrup by glucose isomerization of [15-17]. In-situ adsorptive
separation was used to enhance the conversion of reversible isomerization to the level
beyond thermodynamic limit.
An alternative to reduce solvent consumption is sequential simulated moving bed
(SSMB), a modified SMB technique. As shown in Figures 5-1b, 5-1c, and 5-1d, one
switch in SSMB is divided into three sub-steps with different flow patterns. In the 1st step,
the mobile phase is circulated in the whole system, forming a closed loop; in the 2nd step,
zone IV is isolated and an external solvent stream is introduced at the desorbent port to
purge the less adsorbed species to raffinate port; in the 3rd step, zone II is also isolated
and another feed stream is introduced such that preferentially and less adsorbed species
are simultaneously collected at extract and raffinate ports, respectively [18].
While SSMB has been successfully applied in industrial fructose/glucose separation for
tens of years, to our knowledge, no relevant theoretical studies have been reported in the
literature. In order to provide theoretical guidance to industrial design and operation, it is
valuable to give a comprehensive comparison between SSMB and regular SMB
processes for fructose-glucose separation. This kind of comparison should be carried out
under separately optimized conditions [19] .
A widely used approach to SMB optimization is Triangle Theory that determines
flowrate ratios, normally referred to as m values, in the four zones using just linear or
nonlinear adsorption isotherms [20, 21]. However, Triangle Theory is mainly focused on
the maximization of unit throughput for given purity requirements [22]. Its application on
the reduction of solvent consumption has not been verified. In addition, according to our
previous study on xylo-oligosaccharides purification, due to the complicity of SSMB,
effects of operating parameters on optimal unit throughput, purity, and solvent
consumption cannot be qualitatively interpreted using averaged m values [23].
Quantitatively, Triangle Theory was developed based on the assumption of infinite
column efficiency, which is generally not satisfied by stationary phase materials in sugar
industry.
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Noticing that operating parameters normally have contradicting effects on separation
objectives, such as purity, recovery, productivity, and solvent consumption [2, 4],
systematic multi-objective optimization studies have been carried out to determine
suitable operating conditions of various SMB processes [2, 4, 24, 25]. However, multi-
objective optimization of SSMB has not been reported in the literature.
The current work has been aimed at providing a comparison between SSMB and regular
SMB processes for fructose-glucose separation based on multi-objective optimization
results. For this purpose, multi-objective optimization with various objective functions
corresponding to different process requirements were conducted for both processes. Great
attentions were specially paid to solvent consumption.
5.2 Mathematical model
5.2.1 Model description
The conventional equilibrium-dispersive (ED) [2, 26-29] and linear isotherm models
were applied to describe the component mass balance and adsorption behaviors of
fructose-glucose separation process. The models could be written as below.
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where c and q are concentrations in the liquid and stationary phases, respectively, j is the
index for column, t is time, φ is phase ratio defined as φ=(1-ε)/ε , ε is column voidage, u
(=Q/ε/πr2) is interstitial mobile phase velocity, z is the axial coordinate, Dap is the
apparent diffusivity, H is Henry’s constant. Footnote i is component index, "glu" for
glucose and "fru" for fructose.
5.2.2 Numerical scheme
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ED model was discretized along axial direction by Martin–Synge method, which replaces
the 2nd derivative (∂2/∂z2 term) in Eq. (5-1) with truncation error brought in by the 1st
order backward approximation of ∂/∂z (numerical dispersion) [19]. The discretized form
of Eq. (5-1) becomes
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where M denotes the mesh points with M=0 for the inlet and M=NL for the outlet. Since
the original 2nd order derivative in Eq. (5-1) is eliminated, only inlet boundary condition
is retained, which can be described by the node balance for a 4-zone SMB unit,
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where the superscript ext is for the external stream to an inlet port, specifically, desorbent
and feed for column I and IV, respectively; jpre is the adjacent upstream column,
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SMB and SSMB performance is evaluated at the cyclic steady state. Rigorously, cyclic
conditions apply to the discretized equations.
   sk jik ji ttctc  ,, (5-7)
where ts is switching time, j and k range from I-IV and 1-NL, respectively. Due to the
difficulty in numerically solving the equations with cyclic conditions, the model is
converted to initial value problems (IVPs) and then integrated using DIVPAG package.
The following initial conditions were used to replace Eqs. (5-5--5-7).
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It was found in this work that cyclic steady state can be essentially achieved in less than
10 cycles. A minimum number of 15 cycles (60 switches, 180 sub-phases) and relative
mass balance error of both components defined below were used to ensure the steady
state during SMB and SSMB simulations involved in this work.
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where foot notes E, F, R stand for extract, feed, and raffinate, respectively. Similarly, an
additional D is used for the other desorbent port,, which will be involved in the following
sections.
5.2.3 Model parameters
Parameters for the simulations of 4-column SMB and SSMB units with ED model are
summarized in Table 5-1. While the current work is essentially theoretical, model
parameters were experimentally acquired for preparative columns packed with industrial
stationary phase materials, which selectively adsorbs fructose over glucose. Industrial
frutose-glutose syrup products have three standard grades, containing 42%, 55%, and
90% fructose, respectively [17]. The feed composition and concentration were provided
by COFCO Ltd., corresponding to the grade of 42%. Henry’s constant were measured at
60 oC, lower than industrial operating temperature normally in the range of 65-75 oC.
This is due to the limitation of lab-scale instrument and should have no qualitative effects
on the conclusions drawn in this work.
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Table 5-1 Model parameters
Columns Column distribution 1/1/1/1
D 2.5 cm
L 100 cm
ε 0.341
Qmax 20 ml min-1
Isotherm
(T=60℃)
Hfructose 0.538
Hglucose 0.320
Feed composition
(in water)
Cfructose,feed 325 g/L
Cglucose,feed 448 g/L
It should be emphasized that the use of ED model and parameters in Table 5-1 were
validated by comparison between model predictions and purities of both components
experimentally measured on a preparative 4-column SSMB unit [30]. More details of the
experiments were separately reported [30].
5.3 Multi-objective optimization problems
5.3.1 Variables and objectives of SMB
As shown in Figure 5-1a, a closed loop SMB process has 5 independent operating
parameters, i.e., the switching time (ts) and mobile phase flowrates in the 4 zones (QI-QIV),
or, equivalently, flowrates of the inlet and outlet streams according to
D I IV
E I II
F III II
R III IV
Q Q Q
Q Q Q
Q Q Q
Q Q Q
       
(5-10)
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As in general, a “scaling factor” is defined based on the restrictions of control system and
pumps [4, 20]. Throughout this work, flowrate in zone I of SMB was fixed at a maximum
value of 20 ml/min, corresponding to maximum column pressure. As such, the number of
independent parameters subjected to optimization was reduced to 4. They were described
by the following dimensionless flowrate ratios.
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where V is the column volume.
Performance of SMB process was evaluated in terms of purity (Pur) and recovery (Rec)
of glucose, unit throughput (UT), and water consumption ratio (WCR). They were defined
in the following dimensionless form.
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It should be noted that Eq. (5-17) defines WCR as a volume ratio, different from the mass
ratio normally used by industrial engineers. Since the feed solution is highly concentrated
in industrial processes, its density is normally greater than 1.2 g/ml, increasing with
increased operating temperature [30].
5.3.2 SSMB process
Different from SMB, an SSMB process is more complicated and has 7 independent
operating parameters, 3 durations (t1, t2, t3) and 4 flowrates (Qloop, Qeluent,phase2, Qeluent,phase3
and Qfeed). For simplicity, it was assumed that Qloop andQeluent,phase2 are both fixed at the
maximum flowrate (Qmax). The number of independent parameters was then reduced to 5.
They were described by the four m values and an additional α. During the SSMB
simulations, these dimensionless variables were converted to dimensional variables that
are summarized in Table 5-2 using the following equations.
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Table 5-2 Dimensional operating parameters of SSMB
Phase No. duration QI QII QIII QIV
1 t1 Qmax Qmax Qmax Qmax
2 t2 Qmax Qmax Qmax 0
3 t3 α*Qmax 0 Qfeed 0
Since a switch of an SSMB is divided into three sub-steps with different flow patterns, its
performance parameters, UT, Pur, Rec, and WCR, were averaged over a whole switch.
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Mass flows (MF) and averaged mass flow (AMF, g/min) defined below were introduced
in a parallel work for detailed analyses of SSMB processes [23]. These values of both
components at the raffinate port are extensively involved in the following discussion.
,i i R RMF c Q (5-29)
 sii ttdMFAMF  10 (5-30)
5.3.3 Configurations of optimization problems for both
processes
In this work, two of the objectives were simultaneously optimized for both SMB and
SSMB processes. Since operating parameters have contradicting effects on different
objectives, pareto solutions in the objective function space are normally obtained. A
pareto set is defined as when one moves from one point to another, at least one objective
function improves while another one worsens. Since no point in this set is superior to any
other one in all objectives [15, 31], these solutions are considered equally good and
provide the decision-maker valuable guidance to select and screen desired operating
conditions. Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) [2, 14], which has been
proven efficient to solve multi-objective optimization problems involved in various
industrial chemical processes [32-36], was applied to acquire the pareto solutions in this
work. All the calculations were programmed in FORTRAN codes and performed on a
Lenovo ThinkPad L440 personal computer equipped with a 2.30 GHz Intel core i7
processor.
In total, five optimization problems with different objective functions were considered in
this work. In addition, minimum requirements on purity and recovery were set as
constraints to limit the solutions in practically valuable range. The configurations of
optimization problems are summarized in Table 5-3, together with the upper and lower
bounds of operational variables, which define the parametric space for searching
solutions and are required by the use of NSGA II method. Numbers of population and
generations, key parameters for NSGA II, were both set to be 100. Results of the last
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generation were used in the following discussion. Some of the obvious off-line points
were manually removed.
Table 5-3 Summary of optimization formulations and bounds of variables
Case Objectives Constraints Variables of SMB Variables of SSMB
1 Max
Purglucose;
Max UT
Purglucose>90
%;
Purfructose>90
%
0.4<mI<1.2;
0.1<mII<0.5;
0.3<mIII<0.8;
0<mIV<0.5
0.4<mI<1.2;
0.1<mII<0.5;
0.3<mIII<0.8;
0<mIV<0.5; 0<α<0.8
2 Max
Purglucose;
Min WCR
Recglucose>80
%;
Recfructose>80
%
Same as 1 Same as 1
3 Max
Purglucose;
Min WCR;
Fix UT=3
Recglucose>80
%;
Recfructose>80
%
0.4<mI<1.2;
0.1<mII<0.5;
0<mIV<0.5
0.4<mI<1.2;
0.1<mII<0.5;
0<mIV<0.5; 0<α<0.8
4 Max
Recglucose;
Min WCR
Purglucose>90
%;
Purfructose>90
%
Same as 1 Same as 1
5 Max
Recglucose;
Min WCR;
Fix UT=3
Purglucose>90
%;
Purfructose>90
%
Same as 3 Same as 3
5.4 Results and discussions
5.4.1 Case 1: simultaneous maximization of Purglu and UT
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In this case, simultaneous maximization of Purglu and UT was defined as the objective for
both SMB and SSMB processes. In addition, purities of both components greater than
90%, were set as constraints to limit the searching of optimal variables in a practical
parametric window. Fructose purity greater than 90% is a commercial requirement for the
by-product. In addition, it provides a constraint of relatively high glucose recovery for
this binary system.
Figure 5-2 shows that glucose purity above 90% can be successfully achieved by
properly operated units, meeting the minimum commercial requirement. Meanwhile, for
both processes, maximum UT decreases with increased glucose purity. The pareto curve
of SMB is generally higher than that of SSMB, i.e., for the same glucose purity
requirement, the former has a higher UT.
Figure 5-2 Comparison between pareto solutions for SMB and SSMB: Case 1
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Optimal m values corresponding to the pareto solutions are plotted against UT in Figure
5-3a and 5-3b for SMB and SSMB, respectively. Compared with the bounds in Table 5-3,
the acquired optimal operation conditions are well confined in the preset parametric range.
That mI is consistently higher than mIII for SMB in the investigated range validates the
assumption of maximum flowrate in Zone I. On the other hand, mIII may be greater than
mI for SSMB in the range of high UT (low purity), which is a result of higher QIII (=QF)
than QI (=αQmax) during sub-step 3. Due to the possibility of mIII greater than mI, it is
necessary to separately optimize the two flowrates during sub-step 3.
Figure 5-3 Optimal m values corresponding to the pareto solutions in Figure 5-2. a:
SMB; b: SSMB.
For SMB, substituting Eq. (5-11) to Eq. (5-16) and applying the assumption of maximum
flowrate in Zone I gives
max
( )III II
I
m m
UT Q
m 
  (5-31)
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Figure 5-3a reveals that the increase in UT for an SMB unit is attributed to the combined
effects of increased mIII, decreased mII, and decreased mI. On the other hand, with an
increased mIII, fructose, the heavy component, may not be sufficiently retained in Zone III
and enter the raffinate port, reducing glucose purity. In addition, deceased mI may also
result in insufficient purge of fructose in Zone I. A fraction of retained fructose enters
Zone III after two switches and is conveyed to raffinate port. According to Figure 5-3a,
an increase in mIV is favorable for UT. Meanwhile, increased mIV partially prevents
fructose from going into the raffinate stream and is therefore also favorable for glucose
purity. However, a fraction of glucose that is not be sufficiently retained in Zone IV may
enter Zone I and is purged out to the extract port, reducing purity of fructose. Calculation
results show that, while the constraint of 90% fructose purity was satisfied by all pareto
solutions, as UT increases from 2 to 3 ml/min, fructose purity decreases from 94.5% to
91.2%. Recovery of glucose in raffinate stream decreases accordingly from 92.7% to
89.2%, as a result of material balance of this binary system. Optimization involving
recovery as an objective will be discussed in section 5.4.4.
The trends of m values for SSMB are similar to those of SMB except mIV, which
decreases with increased UT. That trends of optimal m values of an SSMB may be
opposite to those of an SMB had been observed and analyzed in a parallel study carried
out in this group [23]. Dimensional operating parameters corresponding to the pareto
solutions for SSMB are provided in the supplementary materials as Figure S5-1. It is seen
that the decrease in mIV is mainly attributed to the decrease of t1, duration of the 1st step
with an internal loop, which may be expected from Eq. (5-19).
In order to explain the superiority of SMB in terms of simultaneous maximization of UT
and Purglu, an optimal point was first selected from the pareto curve of SMB (UT=2.66
ml/min; Purglucose=95.5%) in Figure 5-2. The corresponding flowrate ratios and α=1 were
used carry out a simulation for SSMB. As shown in Table 5-4, while SSMB, with the
same m values and α=1, has the same UT as SMB, which results directly from UT
definitions in Eqs. (5-14) and (5-17), glucose purity of SSMB significantly drops to
89.2%. Moreover, decreasing α for the same m values results in a decrease in UT, which
is attributed to the increased in ts. However, the glucose purity exhibits an apparently
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random fluctuation with in the range of 88.5-90.4%, consistently lower than 95.5% for
SMB (see Supplementary Materials Table S5-1). These results show that operating an
SSMB with the same m values optimized for an SMB may lead to reduced product purity.
It is therefore necessary to perform independent optimization during the design of an
SSMB process.
Table 5-4 Results of three simulations
No. Unit
Decision variables Objectives AMF g/min
mI mII mIII mIV α
UT
ml/min
Purglu
%
Glu Fru
1 SMB 0.856 0.358 0.541 0.193 - 2.66 95.5 1129 53.2
2 SSMB 0.856 0.358 0.541 0.193 1 2.66 89.1 1140 138.6
3 SSMB 0.714 0.290 0.605 0.222 0.25 2.00 95.5 763 35.9
MF of the above two simulations for SMB and SSMB with same m values are plotted in
Figure 5-4. It is seen that glucose is continuously flushed out and collected at the raffinate
port during the last 80% of the whole switch. In the case of SSMB with the same m
values, glucose is collected only in sub-steps 2 and 3, accounting for only about half of
the switch. AMF values are provided in Table 5-4. Compared with SMB, SSMB has a
similar AMFglu but a much higher AMFfru, explaining the reduced purity.
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Figure 5-4 MF plots of the three simulations in Table 5-4
Simulation results of an SSMB process optimized at the purity of 95.5% are also
provided in Table 5-4 and Figure 5-4 for additional comparison. Compared with
simulation 2, SSMB with m values optimized for SMB, optimal SSMB has a shorter t1
and glucose is collected during a relatively longer fraction, about 70%, of the whole
switch, still lower than that of SMB. However, the concentration of glucose at the
raffinate port is significantly reduced. Compared with SMB, SSMB optimized at the
same purity has AMF values of both components decreased by a factor of about 33%,
corresponding to the reduced UT.
Figures 5-5 and 5-6 show concentration profiles of simulations 1 and 3 in Table 5-4. It is
seen in Figure 5-5a that the profile of glucose in optimal SMB unit is expended from
Zone II to Zone IV. On the other hand, for SSMB optimized at the same purity, glucose is
mainly concentrated in Zone I to Zone III (Figure 5-5b). In addition, during the last two
sub-steps, glucose is located in Zones III and a fraction of Zone II, barely propagating
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towards the down stream because Zones II and IV are isolated. Comparison in Figure 5-6
shows the distribution of fructose for SSMB is close to that of SMB. By the end of the
first sub-step, the front of fructose is at the inlet of Zone III and the tail is in the middle of
Zone I. The concentration profile is driven down stream by external streams during the
last two steps, different from the case of glucose. Since glucose, the light component, is
distributed in a relatively narrow range during the last two steps of SSMB, the stationary
phase in isolated Zones IV and II is not well utilized as in the optimized SMB system.
Specifically, glucose is essentially absent in Zone IV during the whole switch of SSMB.
In an SMB, a fraction of glucose is recovered in Zone IV and moved to Zone III after a
switch. Furthermore, glucose in Zone II of SMB is conveyed by the mobile phase to the
feed port, partially attributing to collection of glucose. These functions are not fully
realized in SSMB. It is due to the relatively low utility of stationary phase in isolated
Zones II and IV that SSMB has worse performance in terms of optimal UT and Purglu
than SMB.
Figure 5-5 Internal concentration profiles of glucose for SMB and SSMB with
maximum UT at Purglu=95.5%
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Figure 5-6 Internal concentration profiles of fructose for SMB and SSMB with
maximum UT at Purglu=95.5%
It is also seen in Figures 5-5b and 5-6b that, in a properly operated SSMB system, a
major fraction of concentration profile propagation is realized in the 1st sub-step, which is
driven by an internal loop without introducing any external streams. Therefore, compared
with SMB that drives mobile phase with constant external desorbent and feed streams,
SSMB has a relatively high utility of mobile phase. As indicated by the comparison of
hollow points in Figure 5-2, SSMB may be applied to efficiently reduce solvent
consumption, which was further examined in the following cases.
5.4.2 Case 2: maximization of Purglu and minimization of
WCR
Reducing solvent consumption is considered as the most important industrial target for
glucose/fructose separation. In the following discussions, water consumption ratio (WCR)
was defined as one of the optimization objectives. In this section, simultaneously
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maximizing Purglu and minimizingWCR was firstly investigated. Recoveries of both
components greater than 80% were set as constraints.
As shown in Figure 5-7, WCR increases with the increased purity requirement for both
SMB and SSMB processes. The solution curve of SSMB is at the right side of the SMB
curve, showing advantage of SSMB in this optimization problem. It is also seen from the
figure that reduced WCR of SSMB is compensated with reduced UT.
Figure 5-7 Comparison between pareto solutions for SMB and SSMB: case 2
Four representative points are chosen from the solution curves. The first two are for SMB
and SSMB with the sameWCR of 1.4 and the last two have the same Purglu of 90%.
Decision variables and objectives are summarized in Table 5-5. WCR of 1.4 is the
smallest value that can be achieved by SMB and satisfies the preset constraints. AMF
values calculated from MF plots in Figure 5-8 are also compiled in Table 5-5. As shown
in Figure 5-8a, at the optimal conditions for SMB, MF of glucose is essentially constant,
indicating that zone III is nearly saturated with glucose. Fructose breakthrough at about
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half of the switch and is saturated in Zone III far before the end of a switch. Significant
fraction of fructose therefore enters the raffinate stream, limiting glucose purity to 72%.
With the sameWCR at 1.44, optimal SSMB has an AMF of glucose less than that of SMB
by about 50%. On the other hand, AMF of glucose is reduced even further by about 70%.
As an overall result, the maximum glucose purity of SSMB at thisWCR is increased to
81%. As shown in Figure 5-8c, at Purglu of 90%, MF plots of optimized SMB exhibit
trends similar to those in Figure 5-5. At this constant purity, SSMB has AMF values
about only 40% of those for SMB, indicating lower unit throughput, similar to the results
obtained in the last section. However, WCR of SSMB is significantly reduced from 3.2 to
1.9.
Table 5-5 Representative points from the solution curves for maximized Purglu and
minimized WCR
No. Unit Decision variables Objectives AMF g/min
mI mII mIII mIV α WCR Purglu
%
Glu Fru
a SMB 0.752 0.391 0.682 0.383 - 1.44 72.37 1695 647
b SSMB 0.763 0.252 0.643 0.298 0.22 1.44 80.98 808 190
c SMB 0.868 0.354 0.585 0.231 - 3.18 90 1422 158
d SSMB 0.827 0.280 0.589 0.250 0.28 1.99 90 574 64
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Figure 5-8 MF plots of the four solution points in Table 5-5
It may be derived that, for both SMB and SSMB processes, WCR is related to m values
by
IIIII
IVI
mm
mm
WCR 
 (5-32)
m values in Table 5-5 suggests that, compared with SMB optimized at the same purity,
the lower WCR of SSMB is mainly attributed to lower mI and mII. Figure 5-9 shows that
low mI and mII have major contribution to reduced WCR of SSMB up to the purity of
about 95%. In the range of Purglu greater than 95%, higher mIII and mIV compared with
those of SMB become important factors for reduced WCR of SSMB.
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Figure 5-9 Optimal m values of SMB and SSMB for Case 2. a: mI; b: mII, c: mIII; d:
mIV
5.4.3 Case 3: maximization of Purglu and minimization of
WCR with fixed UT
The above case for simultaneous maximization of Purglu and minimization ofWCR was
further investigated with a fixed UT, which is of more practical interests by the industry.
For this purpose, an arbitrary UT value of 3 ml/min was fixed. Accordingly, number of
independent variables should be reduced by 1. In this work, mIII was removed as a
decision variable for both SMB and SSMB processes.
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As shown in Figure 5-10, the trade-off trends between Purglu and WCR still exist. In the
commercially practical range of Purglu greater than 90%, the performance of SSMB is
obviously better than SMB process. In this case with fixed UT, the reduced WCR of
SSMB is compensated with reduced glucose recovery.
Figure 5-10 Comparison between pareto solutions for SMB and SSMB: case 3
Optimized m values for the two processes are compared in Figure 5-11. Substituting Eq.
(5-18) to Eq. (5-22) gives the following expression of mIII for SSMB that was not
subjected to optimization.
max max
( )I II II
III II
UT m m m UT
m m
Q Q
 

    (5-33)
In the case of SMB, mIII was calculated as a function of mI, mII and UT using Eq. (5-31).
Figure 5-11 shows that below the purity of around 90%, the reduced WCR of SSMB is
mainly attributed to its lower mII. With the increased purity, the difference in WCR
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between SMB and SSMB becomes more significant, which is induced by the additional
mI effect.
Figure 5-11 Optimal m values of SMB and SSMB for Case 3. a: mI; b: mII, c: mIII; d:
mIV
As shown in Figure 5-11, while m values optimized for SMB have trends similar to
Figure 5-10, those for SSMB exhibit some significantly different features. Dimensional
parameters corresponding to optimal SSMB operations for cases 2 and 3 are provided in
the Supplementary Materials (Figures S5-2, S5-3) for conciseness. In case 2, the decrease
ofWCR with decreased Purglu of SSMB is mainly attributed to the decreased mI and mII.
Figure S5-2 shows that, as purity decreases, the decrease in t2 overcomes the increase in
t1, directly resulting in decreased mII according to Eq. (5-20). The decrease in mI is,
however, more complicated because it is determined by 4 dimensional parameters that
have contradicting effects according to Eq. (5-21). On the other hand, in case 3, the
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decrease in WCR with decreased purity is mainly attributed to the increase in mIII and mIV.
The latter results directly from increased t1 according to Eq (5-19). The former is, again, a
combined result of 4 contradicting dimensional parameters according to Eq. (5-22).
It had been found in a parallel study that, due to the complicity of SSMB compared with
regular SMB, m values averaged over a whole switch cannot be directly used to interpret
the effects of operating parameters on the trends of multi-objective optimization results
[23]. Detailed analyses generally involve the corresponding dimensional operating
parameters, MF plots, and internal concentration profiles, which is beyond the scope of
current work and can be found elsewhere [23].
5.4.4 Case 4 and case 5: maximization of Recglu and
minimization of water consumption ratio
Recovery was preset as constraints in the above cases. In the last two optimization cases,
glucose recovery was considered as an objective subjected to optimization together with
WCR.
Similar to cases 2 and 3, cases 4 and 5 have the same objective functions but the latter
has an additional constraint on fixed UT at 3 ml/min. Purity of both components greater
than 90% were set as constraints. For conciseness, only the major results are summarized
below.
As shown in Figures 5-12 and 5-13, with or without the constraint on UT, pareto
solutions were obtained for both processes and SSMB is superior to SMB. When UT is
fixed, the superiority of SSMB becomes apparently more obvious. Comparison of m
values are provided in Supplementary Materials as Figures S5-4 and S5-5. In case 4,
below the recovery of around 95%, the lower WCR of SSMB compared with SMB is
mainly attributed to the lower mII. When the recovery is higher than 95%, the combined
effects of lower mI, higher mIII and mIV are more important. In case 5 with UT fixed at
3ml/min, the lower WCR of SSMB is due to lower mII and higher mIII when Recglu is less
than 90%. In the higher recovery range, lower mI and higher mIII become the dominant
factors. In case 4, reduced WCR of SSMB is compensated with lower UT (Figure 5-12).
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In case 5 with fixed UT, the reduced WCR of SSMB is compensated with lower glucose
purity (Figure 5-13).
Figure 5-12 Comparison between pareto solutions for SMB and SSMB: case 4
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Figure 5-13 Comparison between pareto solutions for SMB and SSMB: case 5
5.5 Conclusions and Remarks
Sequential simulated moving bed (SSMB), a modified SMB technique featured by a
switch divided into 3 sub-steps with different flow patterns, has been extensively used for
industrial glucose/fructose separation. In order to provide theoretical guidance to the
industrial development and operation of SSMB process, it was compared with regular 4-
column SMB under individually optimized conditions. A total of 5 multi-objective
optimization problems with various objectives and constraints were considered.
For simultaneous maximization of unit throughput and glucose purity, the most
extensively investigated multi-objective optimization problem in SMB studies, regular
SMB has better performance than SSMB although the latter has a more complicated
operation. As water consumption ratio, a major concern in industrial glucose/fructose
separation, is simultaneously optimized with glucose purity or recovery, SSMB is
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superior to SMB. However, this superiority is compensated with reduced unit throughput.
In the case of fixed unit throughput, SSMB can be used to meet a purity requirement at
lower water consumption ratio, which is compensated with a reduced recovery; given
recovery can also be realized by SSMB at lower water consumption ratio, which is
compensated with reduced purity.
Dimensionless flowrate ratios (m), mass flow plots and internal concentration profiles
were used to interpret the trends of optimization results. From the process point of view,
SSMB, compared with regular SMB, has a high utility of mobile phase since a significant
fraction of concentration profile propagation is realized in sub-step 1 with an internal
loop and no external streams. On the other hand, stationary phase in Zones II and IV,
which are isolated with no mobile phase flow during one or two of the sub-steps, are not
fully utilized as in an SMB unit. The above mentioned trade-off behaviors between water
consumption ratio and other performance parameters are attributed to the combined
effects high mobile phase utility and low stationary phase utility of SSMB.
Water consumption can be analytically described as a same function of m values for both
processes. While optimized SSMB generally has a lower water consumption ratio than
SMB, the contributions of these m values vary not only with the choice of the other
objective, but also with the range of the the other objective.
For all multi-objective optimization problems considered in this work, trends of some m
values corresponding to pareto solutions for SSMB may be opposite to those for regular
SMB. Detailed analyses on the similar observations had been reported elsewhere [23] and
were not discussed in details in this article.
Throughout this article, two of the performance parameters were defined as the objectives.
The presented results apparently suggest the existence of pareto solutions to optimization
problems with more objectives. In addition, the optimization problems were defined with
the major focus on glucose, whereas both glucose and fructose are desired products in
industrial processes. Multi-objective optimization problems having more objectives and
taking fructose into consideration will be pursued in the future studies.
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Chapter 6
6. Conclusions and recommendations
A systematic study of the experimental design, simulation, and optimization for SSMB
process based on xylo-oligosaccharides (XOS) was presented in this thesis. Meanwhile,
in order to obtain a good understanding for the advantages and disadvantages of SSMB
unit, the optimization works contain different objectives were conducted for both SMB
and SSMB processes based on fructose-glucose system. In the first section, the suitable
stationary phase for XOS separation was screened, and the kinetics and adsorption
isotherm parameters were determined on a preparative chromatographic column. After
that, the SSMB operating conditions were selected and the experiments were carried out
on a lab-scale SSMB set-up. Simultaneously, the corresponding SSMB simulation works
were conducted in order to verify the parameters and models. Finally, the multi-objective
optimization of XOS separation by using SSMB process was completed, and diverse
groups of optimal operating conditions were successfully obtained. In the second section,
the target system was changed to fructose-glucose mixture, and the multi-objective
optimization works by using both SMB and SSMB methods were completed and
compared.
6.1 Major conclusions based on XOS system
The ion exchange resin is an attractive method to purify the oligosacchrides in industry.
Different types of ion form resins were investigated in this study, and the optimum one
DOWEX MONOSPHERETM 99/310 K+, was chosen for further researching. Frontal
analysis technique was applied to determine the adsorption isotherms of XOS, xylose,
and ARS in a XOS syrup system. The result shows that all these components follow a
linear adsorption behavior. Transport-dispersive (TD) model is utilized to describe the
component mass balance in the preparative column. In order to obtain the TD model
parameters, the mass transfer and diffusion coefficients, several groups of pulse
experiments with different flow rates were carried out. In addition, the kinetics and
adsorption isotherms of XOS2-XOS7 were measured by using pulse experiments and a
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simple fitting method. Adsorption equilibrium isotherms of many saccharides on
polystyrene resins crosslinked with divinylbenzene were measured, but none of them
included XOS and the individual XOS2, XOS3, XOS4, XOS5, XOS6, and XOS7. As the
standard of XOS7 is currently not commercially available, a reasonable approach to
predict the specific parameters of XOS7 was of great significance.
SMB simulations and experiments shows that the acquired parameters are authentic and
can be used in the further design of preparative SMB processes. For the oligosaccharide
systems, such as fructo-oligosaccharide, galacto-oligosaccharide, and xylo-
oligosaccharide, always contain 5-7 different kinds of saccharides with variable
molecular weight. Most researchers focused on oligosaccharides separation only studied
the whole system’s characteristics, in other words, only investigated the average
parameters of the complicated compound and then used these parameters to conduct the
SMB simulation and optimization [12, 17, 21, 22]. However, in this paper, the SMB
simulation comparison between two groups provided a significant idea and a simple but
reliable experimental method for the future oligosacharides research works.
Multi-objective optimization of SSMB process for separation and purification of XOS
was completed by using NSGA-II in this work. Simultaneously improving the unit
throughput and the purity of XOS was firstly conducted. Results indicate that the optimal
unit throughput decreases with increased purity requirement, forming a pareto curve in
the (UT-Pur) plane. In SSMB, the trends of decision variables in term of m values
exhibits some features qualitatively different from those of a conventional SMB, which
cannot be directly explained by the Triangle Theory. These features were interpreted by
the analyses of internal concentration profiles and mass flows at the raffinate port. As a
conclusion, in the case of SSMB with transient variations during a switch, averaged mII
and mIII values are determined by the combination of more than 1 dimensional operating
parameters. Direct use of Triangle Theory with averaged m values may lead to wrong
design and diagnosis of such processes. Based on the industrial application, water
consumption is the main concern in the other two optimization cases. The second case
aimed at increasing the unit throughput and decreasing water consumption amount were
carried out at different purity requirements. The purpose of case 3 is improving the
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recovery of XOS and reducing the water consumption for a given unit throughput value.
Water consumption increases with increased purity or recovery requirement. The trends
of corresponding m values also cannot be directly explained in these two cases.
Dimensional operating parameters must be used to give the explanations based on
individual functional role of the sub-steps. All these conclusions are of great significance
for industrial production in the future and provide effective guidance for SSMB
simulation and optimization works not only for oligosaccharides separation but also for
some extended areas.
6.2 Major conclusions based on fructose-glucose system
Based on the fructose-glucose system, the SSMB separation process was compared with
the regular 4-column SMB process under individually optimized conditions. A total of 5
multi-objective optimization problems with various objectives and constraints were
successfully conducted in this thesis.
Corresponding to the objectives of unit throughput and glucose purity, SMB performs
better than SSMB. However, when the water consumption ratio, a major concern in
industrial glucose/fructose separation, is considered as one optimization objective, SSMB
seems superior to SMB. In order to explain these optimization results, dimensionless
flowrate ratios, mass flow plots, and internal concentration profiles were introduced and
analyzed in this work.
6.3 Recommendations for future work
Firstly, based on the XOS system, the optimization works in this thesis only focused on
the binary separation process. As the XOS is very complicated and contains XOS2-XOS7,
and the kinetics and adsorption isotherms of these individual components were already
successfully measured in our previous work, the multi-objective optimization
corresponding to XOS2-XOS7 should be properly designed and finished in the future,
which will provide us several more accurate optimal operating conditions for SSMB unit.
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In addition, XOS separation by using the conventional SMB process can be conducted in
the future and the results also can be used to compared to those of SSMB, which would
provide a better understanding for both separation techniques.
As the SSMB unit exhibits some obvious advantages over the SMB in this work, and
there is no application of SSMB reported by researchers in the literature, more industrial
applications about SSMB process should be explored and studied in the future.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Supplementary information of Chapter 3
Figure S3-1 Elution profile for sample analysis.
The figure above is the HPLC elution curve of one typical sample collected during the
Frontal Analysis experiments.
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Figure S3-2 Calibration curves of XOS2-XOS6
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Figure S3-3 Calibration curves of xylose and ARS
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Figure S3-4 SSMB simulation results of three different schemes with the recovery
of 80%
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Appendix B: Supplementary information of Chapter 4
Figure S4-1 Simultaneous maximization of unit throughput and purity for a
conventional SMB. a: pareto; b: corresponding optimized m values.
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Figure S4-2 Internal concentration profiles of a conventional SMB at optimized
condition for purity of 97.76%. a: XOS; b: impurity. mI=0.60, mII=0.20, mIII=0.39,
mIV=0.19.
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Figure S4-3 Simultaneous maximization of unit throughput and minimization of
solvent consumption at purity of 95%. a: corresponding optimized m values; b:
derived t1, t3, and Qf.
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Figure S4-4 Simultaneous maximization of unit throughput and minimization of
solvent consumption at purity of 97%. a: corresponding optimized m values; b:
derived t1, t3, and Qf.
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Figure S4-5 Simultaneous maximization of XOS recovery and minimization of
solvent consumption at UT=2 ml/min. a: corresponding optimized m values; b:
derive t1, t2, t3, and Qf .
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Figure S4-6 Internal concentration profiles for UT=2 ml/min. a: XOS; b: impurity.
Corresponding m values: mI=0.88, mII=0.26, mIV=0.10.
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Figure S4-7 MF plot for three representative recoveries for UT=2 ml/min. Black for
XOS, gray for impurity; solid, dash and dot curves are for recoveries of 85%
(mI=0.78, mII=0.23, mIV=0.091), 91%(mI=0.88, mII=0.26, mIV=0.10) and 95%
(mI=0.93, mII=0.27, mIV=0.11), respectively.
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Appendix C: Supplementary information of Chapter 5
Table S5-1 Simulation results of SSMB process with the flowrate ratios mI=0.856,
mII=0.358, mIII=0.541, mIV=0.193 and varied α
SSMB # t1
min
t2
min
t3
min
ts
min
Qf
ml/min
UT
ml/min
Purglu
%
α=1 11.54 2.68 8.09 22.31 7.35 2.66 89.17
α=0.9 11.54 2.68 8.99 23.21 6.62 2.56 90
α=0.8 11.54 2.68 10.11 24.33 5.88 2.44 88.9
α=0.7 11.54 2.68 11.56 25.78 5.14 2.3 89.1
α=0.6 11.54 2.68 13.48 27.7 4.41 2.14 88.5
α=0.5 11.54 2.68 16.18 30.4 3.67 1.95 90.23
α=0.4 11.54 2.68 20.22 34.44 2.94 1.73 90.4
α=0.3 11.54 2.68 26.97 41.19 2.2 1.44 89.01
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Figure S5-1 Dimensional operating parameters corresponding to optimal SSMB
solutions of Case 1
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Figure S5-2 Dimensional operating parameters corresponding to optimal SSMB
solutions of Case 2
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Figure S5-3 Dimensional operating parameters corresponding to optimal SSMB
solutions of Case 3
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Figure S5-4 Optimal m values of SMB and SSMB for Case 4. a: mI; b: mII, c: mIII; d:
mIV
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Figure S5-5 Optimal m values of SMB and SSMB for Case 5. a: mI; b: mII, c: mIII; d:
mIV
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